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buying it in quantities, never heard his help and advice about how your head linesman. Ayer of Colby. Time
The words leapt like a leaping sword: j employed 750 persons during the
Through Knox County Trust Company, at its Offices at
of before or since and yet the in life insurance estate should be ar four Il's.
"Sail on! sail on! sail on! and on!"
season and packed 135,000 cases at
Rockland, Camden, Vinal Haven, Union and Warren
flation we are hearing so much ranged to cover your particular cirPhone 889 At Once
Then, pale and wan. he kept hls deck. '
An extensive aviary enclosing a
And peered through darkness. Ah, '*s
Rockland
plant. 'Rockland
about today is a piker when com cumstanes for he is a professional
Deposit Books must be presented at Banking Offices
,,t!;atvnl?hu. , .
„
Hi&h was defeated by Cony High
pared to the period of 1926 to 1929. as is your Doctor, Lawyer or Den great variety of tropical birds, vivid r-.,
Of all dark nights! And then a speck—
7
Apply at Office at which account in Security Trust Co.
A light! a light! a light! a light!
52 to 0—Stephen Alex bought the
If we assume that a dollar pur tist and is just as qualified to diag of plumage and many of them rare
was carried
It
giew,
a
starlit
flag
unfurled!
hiiildincr
occunied
hv
Ihe
TCnrl
It grew to be Time's burst of dawn, DulIaln» occupiea DJ me JSari
chased 100 cents worth of commodi nose your life insurance ills as are to northern eyes, is to be a distinc
ENSIGN OTIS, Receiver.
gained a world; he gave that world painters.—William I. Barrows, 65,
ROCKLAND, ME.
ties in 1926. we ifind that in 1929 at they in their various lines of en tive feature of the Brazilian exhibit HeIt's
grandest lesson: "On! sail on!"
... . . ,
121-122
at
the
New
York
World's
Fair,
1939.
—Joaquin Miller
died at his home on Gay street.
deavor.
>
I
i
the height of the boom, it required
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BODY WEDGED IN ROCKS

Thomaston Barnards

A FIRE-CONSCIOUS PEOPLE

Rockland Joins Nation In Effort To Reduce
Huge Loss of Life and Property

Engine Went Blooey

The Kiwanis Club

Caught Us Napping

GRANGE FAIR

College Football

JIMMIE and DICK

Security Trust Company
Fourth Liquidating Dividend, 5%

Wednesday, October 12, 1938
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FORD
TUDOR

*339

Fireproof Garage

“The Black Cat”
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BLUEBERRIES SEEMED TO CROW

Godly sorrow worketh repentance j A Summary of Federal As
to salvation. 2 Cor. 7: 10.
sistance In Maine For

Maine Women’s Clubs

Every-Otber-Day
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LIFE EXPECTANCY
SHOWS WORLD GAIN
White Girl Born in U. S.
Will Live Longest.

Five Years

Great Sea Sport
Fisliermen Were Ready For
Tuna This Season But
They Were Scarce

early and promised a good season.
NOTICE
As a large number of boats were For the DENTAL
present make appointments
prepared to go after them they dis
for Tuesdays and Fridays
Tel. 415-W
appeared and were seen only in oc
DR. J. II. DAMON. DENTIST
casional schools. Many fishermen
Over Newberry's
100-101Ttf
believe that the lack of herring was
responsible for the scarcity of tuna
and that the big fellows remained i
with the herring schools. Towards'
the last of the season large numbers |
appeared again and were taken by j
rod and reel, handline and harpoon.1
Greenleaf said that his Depart
ment would continue to develop j
this fishery and that he had plans
for an extensive program next sea
son. He credited the Maine De
velopment Commission with con
tributing a great deal towards creat
ing cut-of-state interest through
advertising and publicity.
An interesting development of the
season was the announcement of
the Maine Tuna Club that it would
seek legislation to prohibit the tak
ing of tuna by seine in Maine,
waters. An influential committee
was appointed and a first class bat
tle to put such a law on the books
is expected.

A scarcity of fish, alone preven
J"*
Federal assistance extended dur
ted
Maine from having its greatest
ft Mi
GENEVA.—In spite of the perils
New Year-Book Shows 197, ing the period from March. 1933.
of modern living, the world’s death tuna fishing year, both from thc
through June, 1938. to farmers in
rate has fallen sharply and the ex sport and commercial angles. At
Having oTtal Member Maine has recently been tabulated
pectancy of life has increased gen
in order to show the results obtained
erally for all age groups, but most least that is the official opinion of
ship of 9120
for babies, according to the current' Commissioner Greenleaf who has
from the loans and expenditures
One hundred and 97 clubs with made on the agricultural programs,
edition of the League of Nations
just completed a check-up among
statistical year book.
approximately 9.120 members com according to a statement released
It
shows
that
a
white
girl
born
in
I
fishermen and sportsmen from Kit
prise the Maine Federation of by Scott F. Kittredge. Executive As
the United States in 1935, the latest tery to Calais.
Women's Clubs according to the sistant for the National Emergency
year for which the figures are given,
Greenleaf said that a record num
1938 Year Book the fall issue of the Ccuncil for Maine.
had then the highest expectancy of ber of beats was outfitted for rod
Maine Federation News, just pub
In listing the five major Govern
life of any child on earth, 64.72
lished. The clubs represent every ment agricultural agencies, to
years. Her brother could expect and reel angling during the season,
part of the State and have a variety gether with a brief summarization
only 60.72 years. Only one boy on and that commercial fishermen had
earth had a chance then to live shown a growing interest in the
of interests from purely literary of their activities, the statement
longer. He was born in Denmark profits to be made from harpooning
pursuits to the support of educa •points out that these Federal pro
with the expectancy of 63.8 years.
the sea-going giants. Out-of-State
tional projects and welfare and I grams have been carried out with
Figures Once Exceeded.
visitors were especially interested in
civic interests.
the co-operation of State, county
These expectancies for both girls the sport, and because of this
An “optical illusion.'’ of the ( have had any doubt regarding the
The largest of the clubs is the | and local bodies.
and boys were exceeded in 1934 in
Maine State Nurses' Association , The Farm Credit Administration, growth of Maine blueberries was berry's palatableness moved on to Australia and in 1931 in New Zea Greenleaf believes that it offers
with a membership of 665. followed through the Federal Land Bank and agricultural “hit" of the State of the adjoining booth, where Maine's land, which then reached a peak of Maine another major recreational
by the Woman's Literary Union cf thc Land Bank Commissioner, has , Maine building, at the Eastern finest women cooks cooked and 65 years' expectancy for boys and as#et. if pr.perly developed.
Several canning plants have off
Portland with 492 members and the made 4945 long-term amortized States Exposition at Springfield 1 served man-sized slices of hot blue 68 years for girls. There are no
later figures for those countries.
berry
pie.
ered
a good market for tuna and
Waterville Woman's Club with 332 | }oans to farmers on farm real
In India an infant had the lowest many fishermen made fine sum
Crowds thronged the Department of
Although it was necessary to close
One of the great "sights"—literally
members. The smallest club is the, estate; 5614 crcp producing loans
Agricultural^ display of blueberries the Exposition before date origin- expectation of life, only twenty- mer’s work harpooning them, —at the New York World's Fair,
Mother s Club at Cranberry Isles, through the Emergency Feed and
seven years, with boys enjoying a
and many were so intent in their , ally set for the grand finale due to
with six members. The averagei
j Loan Section to farmers who study of the luscious berries that | the hurricane, and poor weather slight advantage over girls. This Greenleaf said. He predicts that 1939, is to be the model of a human
was the only place on earth where next season will see the activity eye so large that lt will ^permit sev
membership is about 25. Of the were unable to obtain credit from
greatly increased and that canning eral visitors to enter lt at the same
Get It From Your
nearly 200 clubs in the Federation any other source: and 6580 crop and they left the display with remarks kept the attendance figures of the a boy had the better of it.
] about “actually appearing to grow'' Exposition gates at a minimum, it
In Japan the expectancy was for plants may be established in this time. It is to look out through its
seven are junior clubs The clubs, livestock leans through Production
INDEPENDENT GROCER
was estimated that nearly 90 per ty-seven years for girls and forty- State.
huge lens—the pupil—upon an ever
are divided into 13 districts and Credit Associations located in thc , and "growing since yesterday.”
five
years
for
boys.
Two
truck-loads
of
Maine's
most
cent of those entering the Exposi
The fish appeared along the coast animated part of the fair grounds.
nine unions, according to the club State.
In the United States infants of
I fertile blueberry land, with the tion ground passed through the
directory of the Year Book.
either sex in 1935 could expect two
The Farm Security Administra : plants at their full growth, was
State of Maine building.
The Federation was organized tion has made facility loans or subyears more of life than in 1929,
transplanted from Maine to the E5cThe keen interest shown by when the economic depression be
Sept. 4. 1892 and admitted to the sistance grants through its Rural
General Federation in 1894 Char Rehabilitation Division to 3499 position with apparently no harm! those viewing the blueberry dis- gan. This is typical of the general
i to the berries. Thousands of fair- play was evidence of the blueberry's rise, although it took India twenty 1
ter clubs still in the Federation are. needy farm families.
’ goers visited the booth daily and i climb to prominence and that this years to add two years’ expectancy.
Art Club. Auburn; Art and Litera
The Land Utilization Division of 1
Population Declining.
ture Club. Auburn: Athene Club. the Department of Agriculture I admired the blue-grey beauty of the • crop is rapidly becoming one of
Meanwhile the birth rate has fall
small
part
of
the
1938
crop
of
State
Maine's
major
products.
The
Bangor; Barton Reading Club. Nor (formerly of the Resettlement Ad
en sharply in most countries, so
Maine Department of Agriculture much so that many are just above
way; Current Events Club. Augusta. ministration) is operating five proj-. of Maine blueberries.
Many visitors to the display ap has felt that efforts expended on the reproduction line. In two coun
Mount David. Shakespeare, Lewis ects in the State. A total of 17,398
parently
never seen the natural this industry was very much war tries, Austria and France, deaths
ton; Norumbega Club, Bangor; acres of which 16297 acres have
slightly exceed births.
Tuesday Club. Oakland; Woman's been purchased, is included in this growth of blueberries and still ranted and now fool that the blue
In the United States, the United
others
had
no
idea
of
the
fine
eatberry
ls
taking
its
place
as
one
of
Literary Union. Portland; Woman's program and the sites are located
Kingdom and many western coun
Literary, now Skowhegan Woman's in Cumberland. Franklin. Waldo. ing qualities, both those who may New England's favorite berries.
tries the percentage of population
under ten years of age has dropped
Club; Woman's Literary Club. Dex Penobscot and Washington Counties
considerably in the past quarter j
ter. Two clubs now in the Federa
The Soil Conservation Service
century and the percentage over
tion were federated that same year and the Forest Service of the De- '
fifty years of age has increased ,
but were not charter clubs, the Cur part ment of Agriculture have been
Limerock Valley Pomona met even more sharply.
rent Events Club of Portland and of much benefit to State through Knox Auxiliary Has Done
rIR
the Winthrop Literary’ Club.
Much—Has Much More Saturday at Wessaweskeag Grange.
their programs of soil erosion contE
‘
Make
It
Two
’
Said
South
Thomaston,
entertaining
the
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay of Waldo rol. forest fire prevention and re
To Do
patrons. The hall, very attractive
boro is thc president of the Federa- forestation. The Soil Conservation
Most Often by Twins
with autumn leaves and crepe deco
ition and Mrs. Albert Chittendon Service is operating one demonstraCLEVELAND. — "Alike as two
OCT. 10-15
Knox Hospital Auxiliary has start
of Auburn, editor of the Year , tional area which is located in the ed its work for the season ending rations. was a welcome to the visi peas in a pod” was probably never
more true than in the case of Ed
Book and Federation News. Other northern section of Aroostook in May. An enthusiastic meeting tors.
and Bill Day, identical twins. The
QUAKER OATS
The
program
consisted
of
:
Greet

officers are Mrs. Eva C. Mason. County
of 28 members was held at the Bok
ing. P M 8cott Rackliff; response. brothers, leading almost duplicate
QUICK o» SLOW
Dover-Foxcroft, first vice president;
The Agricultural Adjustment Ad Heme and it was noted that each
existences, have been saying "Make
LGE
Mrs Ralph W. Emerson. Island ministration production-adjustment member was to bring in two new Deputy Lloyd Crockett; old songs. it two” all their lives as they or
MacLaughlin.
Edna dered hats shoes, food.
PKG
Falls,
second
vice
president; programs, together with other re- members. Plans were discussed as Meredith
Mrs. Gilbert L. Poster. Bar covery measures, were the basis for to ways and means to bring in the Young. Raymond Andersen; ex
Anything one wanted, he assumed
Harbor, recording secretary; Mrs. the marked agicultural changes money required for the project un hibit cf home and community wel the other also desired, and ordered
FRANCO-AMERICAN
Leroy
R.
Folsom.
Norridge from March. 1933, to 1937. Under dertaken by the Auxiliary which will fare committee, old quilts and two. This was because they wear
the same sizes and weigh the same
SPAGHETTI
wock. corresponding secretary. Mrs these programs 6616 crop adjust be the same as last season—Hospi luncheon dishes; "How can a |
stormy day be best utilized by a —to the pound.
Florence M. Martin. Banger, trea ment contracts from Maine farm tal Linen.
<
They have been together for 54
farmer?" Harold Nash and others.
surer.
CANS
ers were accepted by the A.A.A.; 29
A great deal of sewing has been
years—ever since they were bom,
Announcement- is made in thc percent of the total Maine cropland, done by the Auxiliary at the regular Group singing closed the after except for one period of two weeks,
Year Book of Education Day of the or approximately 429.000 acres, was meetings for several years, napkins, noon's work and a recess for sup when they were separated long
Federation at Colby College. Oct. covered by applications for pay traycloths. dish wipers and so on per was called. "Delicious” was the enough to pitch on different ball
teams.
NATIONAL SPAGHETTI-NOODLE WEEK
12.
ments. The acreage diverted from and we expect to accomplish much comment of all.
They share the same bed. one
The
evening
session
opened
at
7.
NATION-WIDE
soil-depleting crops totalled 9696 ln time to come.
never turning in without the other.
The program by the host Grange
cares, while soil-building practices
We are very anxious to increase
In the morning they arise at the
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI
. .
WHITE IS NAMED
P*GS
lecturer
Meredith
MacLaughlin:
same time, do their setting up ex
were put into effect on about 100,000 our membership to at least 100 mem
BOY-ARDEE
Piano and cornet. Marion ana Bud ercises in unison, take a walk to
Maine Senator Gets Place On An acres. Similar data showing results bers and would appreciate volun Watts, reading. Georgia Snow;
gether in the park, cook and eat
SPAGHETTI and MEAT BALLS
.
CANS
of the 1937 agricultural conserva tary payment of dues which are 50
Important Law Committee
jokes. Earl Rackliff; reading. Eliza breakfast together.
tion program are not avaiable.
cents, payable to Mrs. Hervey Allen,
BOY-AR-DEE
Then they leave for work togeth
beth Babb; piano duet. Mrs. Charles
treasurer.
SPAGHETTI SAUCE..........................
.
CAN
Watts and Marion Watts; and re er—both are foremen, and if they
Senator Wallace H. White. Jr., of
Charlotte Buffum. Sec.
are late it is quite possible that in
marks.
Guests
from
Waldo
Pomona
Maine, has accepted a place on the
SPLENDID
their
haste
they
have
dressed
in
Miss Buffum has asked me to
were Mr. and Mrs. Ames and from each other’s clothing—not that it
Telecommunications Sub-committec
present for publication the good
EGG NOODLES
. .
.
PKG
of the Committee on International1
work carried on by the Auxiliary, Kncx Pomona Mrs. Gould. Plans makes any difference.
Fred
Green
of
Boston
Tran

were
made
to
hold
a
public
sup

and Comparative Law of the Ameri
namely a list of materials purchased
can Bar Association
script Makes Reply To for the Hospital at a total cost of per. entertainment, and .lance, at Italy Plans Motorists’
FLASH LIGHT
BAKING CUPS 2»^sch17c
In asking him to take the posi- [
$284.11, paid for within the year, Penobscot View Grange hall, to
Ed. Crie’s Query
Paradise
in
Ethiopia
BATTERIES
for 19c
tion, the association said that the
the last payment being met at Tues be sponsored by limerock Pomona,
ROME.—The "hell-hole” of crea
oxo
in
the
near
future.
The
next
meet

Committee on International and1 Editor oi The Courier-Gazette;—
day's meeting. This money comes
tion will soon be a motorists' para
ELECTRIC
ing will be with Pleasant Valley
Comparative Law would deal with
dise, if Mussolini’s plans are com
BOUILLON
CUBES
pkg
Sometimes I wish The Black Cat slowly and we urge every woman in
15-25-40
BULBS 50-60-75-100
for 27c
International and comparative law would refrain from bringing up the terested to at least do her part by Grange Nov. 12. The lecturer offers pleted.
this
program;
Singing
by
Grange;
Over 1,400 miles of macadam
aspects of aeronautics, shipping and pet topics of a busy man. thereby membership and we think our aft
CABOT
TREET-RAZOR
telecommunications. The committee forcing him to drop everything else ernoon get-togethers are very en greeting, Myron Young; response, roads are now being laid down in
SINGLE
Italy's
new
African
imperial
col

Earl
Rackliff;
Thanksgiving
read

SHAVING CREAM
TUBES 19c
corresponds to the new division es-' and air his opinion.
BLADES EDGE
joyable. too Let's have your name
PKGS
onies,
according
to
a
report
made
ing.
Rose
LeBlanc;
musical
feature.
tablished by the State Department j I'm referring to the squib about on the list for 1938-1939.
by
the
Italian
ministry
of
public
Wessaweskeag Grange; speaker,
DERBY—RAZOR
PEARL WHITE
to deal with these subjects, which the Currier & Ives print. Doubtless
The list of linens purchased from
works.
Supt. George Cumming; question.
DOUBLE
are so rapidly developing.
The first stretch to be inaugurat
the trotting horse on the nigh side October. 1937. to October. 1938:
BLADES EDGE
PKGS
TOOTH PASTE
TUBES
What
our
Grange
can
do
to
improve
ed
will
be
“
Victory
Highway
”
which
Senator White is world-famous in ' js H. C. Winship. first standard bred
Thirty-six 72x90 spreads. 12 pairs
rural
life,
opened
by
J.
Herbert
follows the line of march taken by
the Communications field, having to break the mark of 2 10 for a mile of blankets, four dozen linen nap
1000 SHEET
been the author of the first radio The horse was owned by and named kins. two pieces 6 ounce Canton flan Gould. Grange go To Church Sun Marshal Badoglio when he ploughed
through the Negus’ army to Addis
NATION-WIDE TOILET PAPER
ROLLS
act in this Country and having rep for H. C. Winship. a Providence, R. nel, one piece white flannel, two day will be observed in November.
Ababa, two years ago. This road
resented thc United States at sev I, sportsman, and I know it made dozen doctors gowns, one piece
will connect the capital with As
1 LB
THREE CROW EPSOM SALTS
eral international communications’ | such a record at about the year white scrim, five dozen 20x38 bath
Dear Old Soul (in curiosity shopi mara, chief city of the Eritrean
TUBE
conferences. The last such confer- , 1883. Thc runner at its right was towels, three pieces brown cotton, —I suppose this is another of those province, and Massau, Red sea port
1 LB
ence was 'held in Egypt last spring for the purpose of keeping the trot- two pieces 54 inch brown cotton, one horrible futuristic paintings which
THREE CROW PEARL BARLEY
PKG
and Senator White headed the | ter at speed and H. C. Winship was piece union crash, five dozen face you call art.
Exportation of Spiders
Shopkeeper—Excuse me. madam,
American delegation to that con-1 driven in that test by Jimmy cloths, one piece plgin gray Indian
In Jelly Now Planned
Sun shine
ferencc at the personal Tequest of j Oolden.
head cotton, three dozen 72x108 but that's a mirror.—Windsor Star.
LONDON.
— British chemists are '
President Roosevelt.
DRANO
.
.
,
Formerly it was not unusual to sheets, two dozen white flannel
CAN
experimenting with new methods of i
hook a trotter and runner together gowns; total $284.11. by the Ladies'
preserving spiders in jelly for ex- 1
SERVE HOT
MICKIE SAYS—
for a time trial. About 1894 the Auxiliary of Knox Hospital.
port to the East. Many eastern ’
ONE CAMP CLOSED
OR COLD! £,
SMALL
Beulah L. Alley, Treas.
races believe that by swallowing [
pace Flying Jib, teamed with a run
LUX FLAKES
PKG
spiders
they
can
be
cured
of
ague,
i
IF NOD PODT SLEEP WELL UlfiPTS,
C. C. C. Withdraws from Greenville ner and driven by George Barr, pro
malaria and other diseases. They
duced a mile in 1.58*4. and about
WAKE UP IW tW MORWIUG WITH
WOODCOCK PLENTIFUL
—Seven Camps Are Left
are particularly impressed by spe
A PARK. 6R0WU TASTE 111 MER
1910 Uhlan, similarly hitched, and
LARGE
cies of spiders with which they are
LUX FLAKES
KilKW
AUP
SEE
PURPLE
SPOTS
PKG
with Doc Tanner driving, trotted a
A large army of woodcock hunters
unfamiliar.
BEFORE THE EHES, tf IS A
With thc closing oi the C.C.C. mile in 1.544. Perhaps Sheriff found a "plentiful supply” of birds
| VANillA COOKIE
SANOWKM
SISU THAT TER SUBSCRIPTIOU
Camp at Greenville, the number oil Ludwick or some other horseman in at favorite covers yesterday as the
’IU.10 WITH
MAS BlPlRED * SEUP us A
MABJHMaine camps which will operate or near Rockland will tell me if I
M AU O’A Ak>0
sear!s REUUWAL AtOMET AUP
woodcock-shooting season opened in
LUX
TOILET SOAP
BARS
Well
Diggers
Find
from Oct. 1 to March 31 will be re am right in my statements. Inci all sections of Maine.
TH' SVMPIDMS WIU. LEAVE
duced from eight to seven C.C.C. dentally from this practice came
Fish 200 Feet Down
Commissioner Stobie said wardens
headquarters announced Thursday. cur familiar expression "running
DECATUR,
MICH. — The
had reported "there are more wood
The Greenville camp, on private mate.”
MARJORIE MILLS RADIO SALE
month's best fish story—and a
cock this year than there have been
forest land in Piscataquis County,
true one—is provided by men
Nowadays, when a runner, known for the past several years.”
drilling for oil on a farm near
was closed for pm six month period as a "prompter," is used in the time
WHEATENA
........
The law provides for a daily bag
PKG
Fish lake. When down about
which began Oct 1.
trial of a trotter or pacer, it is limit of four birds to each hunter.
200
feet,
the
water
pump
at
the
The seven camps to be continued hitched to a separate sulky and is
Ideal weather prevailed for the
well became clogged. Pulled up
KNOX GELATINE.......................................
PKG
include one State forest camp, three kept at thc right and a bit back of
for inspection, it was found that
opening of the season which closes
on private forest land, two in Acadia the animal it is urging on. The Nov. 9.
two pike were entangled in the
TALL
FRIEND'S BEANS ALL KINDS
...
National Park and one in the Cam theory is that the trotter thinks the
mechanism. The well is about
CANS
80 rods from the lake.
den Hills Recreational Demonstra runner is offering competition. In
Winter schedule goes into effect
tion Area The private land camps cidentally, the 1938 season has pro
LA TOURAINE COFFEE
. . .
VAC CAN
today on the 'island line, steamer
are at North Whitefield, in Lincoln duced at least four of the fastest
leaving Tillson's wharf at 1.30 for
County; Alfred, in York County; harness horses the world has ever
TUNE IN MONDAY - WEDNESDAY - FRIDAY-1.30 to 2.00 P.M
all landings.—adv.
WE BUY
and Bridgton, in Cumberland known in the pacer Billy Direct. 1.55,
County.
the trotter Greyhound, 1.5514, Rosa
Wife (reading from paper):
The two in Acadia Fark are at lind. trotter, 1.57. and Her Lady
AND SILVER
"They've found on old hen with
Bar Harbor and Southwest Harbor. ship. pacer, 1.56%.
Clarence E. Daniels
two hearts."
The State forest camp is at Prince
JEWELER
Fred Green,
Husband: “I played bridge with
<r/-(AFtCf
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
ton, in Washington County.
Boston, Oct. 8.
her the other night."

NOT
TOO BASHFUL
TO DEMAND

NISSEN’S
SNOW WHITE BREAD

NATIONAL RETAIL GROCERS' WEEK

5

Busy Hospital Aid

Limerock Pomona

19c

2

2

2

17«

1 5c

25c

9c

“Running Mates”

9c

2

25c

2

2

2

19c

2

I7f

2

17

25c

9c

9c

23c

RIPPLED WHEAT

9c

pKf05, BQ
W

22c

25c

25c

21c

29c

27c

OLD GOLD

NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

GROCERS

Every-Other-Day
Harold Taylor has employment
at the Clover Farm store on Park
street.
\

1

1938

The first clearing house in the
United States was established 85
years ago today.

OCTOBER.

SUN MON TUES KTDTHUFR1 SAT

1
'■cv.
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
%
"'jl 25 26 27 28 22

TALK OF THE TOWN
-COMING
EVENTS
CAST
SHADOWS BEFORE"

Federal food will be distributed j
Wednesday to those who did not j
receive supplies Friday.
The Mission Circle of the First
Baptist Church will meet in the
church parlors Wednesday at 2.30.

Applicants for W.P.A. will be in
terviewed at the Armory Thursday.
They are requested to take social
security numbers.

Mrs. Merton Taylor escaped
serious injury Friday night when
her car was ditched near Oakland
Park and plunged over a culvert.

THEIR

Oct. 9-IS—Fire Prevention Week
Oct 11—Fire department ball at Com
munity Building
Oct. 11—Knox County Teacher con
vention ln Rockland.
Oct. 12—Quarterly meeting ol Lin
coln Baptist Association ln Liberty.
Oct. 12—Columbus Day.
Oct. 14—Glen Cove—Penobscot View
Orange lair
Oct. 14—Rubinstein Club reception
at Universalist vestry.
Oct. 14—(J to 830) Educational Club
picnic. Mrs. Leila Benner. Camlen
street, hostess
Oct 19—Union—Seven Tree Orange
fair.
Oct 20- Baptist Men's League holds
Its first meeting of the season.
Oct 21 —Waldoboro—Parent-Teacher
reception at High School auditorium
Oct 25—Jimmie and Dick at Com
munity Building
Oct. 27—Navy Day
Oct 31—Hallowe'en.
Nov 1-2 —Camden— YMCA. Min
strels at Opera House.
Nov. 5—Knox Pomona meets with
Good WU1 Orange. South Warren
Nov. 5—Annual bazaar at Pleasant
Valley Orange
Dec. 7—Annual Methodist Church
fair.

There will be a meeting of the
Alumni of the Knox County Hos
pital at the Bok Nurses Home, at
2 o'clock Wednesday.
Good progress is being made on
the Park street Boxing Arena
which will be ready for business one
week from tomorrow night if all
goes well.
Thc W. H. Glover Co. ls making
extensive repairs upon the Mc
Kenzie property at Tenant’s Harbor
recently bought by Mrs. John A.
Eckert of St. Albans. Long Island.
N Y.

Tomorrow is Columbus Day, but
as usual there will be no formal
celebration in this city of his rather ]
fotmidable achievement. One can
• Effective today mail for thc not help wondering what Christo-!
pher would say If he looked Ameri
Islands closes at 1230 p. ni.
ca over today, and especially what j
he would say after paying his taxes.
The Vinal Haven & Rockland
Steamboat Co. goes onto winter
The "Big Apple" ls to feature the
schedule this noon and boats for dance, sponsored by Veto Leo, music
all of the islands in its territory by Oak Dean, and held Wednesday
will leave Rockland at 1 30 p. m.
night at Pleasant Valley Grange
hall, head of Talbot avenue. The
In referring to the sale of the floor has been refinished, and a
Littlefield residence to M B Perry good crowd Is hoped for. Refresh
this paper accidentally failed to ments are to be served by the
mention that this important real grange.
estate deal was negotiated by Free
Pleasant Valley Juvenile Orange
man 6. Young.
will meet Saturday at 2 o'clock. Re
freshments will be served at the
Baraca Class of the M E. Church
close of the program. In observance
will have a poverty supper and so
of Halloween. All officers and mem
cial Wednesday night at 6 o'clock.
bers are urged to attend, as prepar
The women will wear house dresses,
ation must be made for annual
and the men overalls Each mem
inspection by State Deputy Croc
ber ls asked to take a bowl.
kett in November.

Schools In New London.' Conn
are not open yet. according to a let
ter received in this city from Stan
ley F. Hall, principal of a school
there. Electric service is not fully
restored. Principal Hall Is well
known in Knox County.
WAS NEAR THE GOAL

The ease with which the New
York Yankees won the World Series
in four straight games only serves
to emphasize, the general opinion
that the over-strong New York
team is crabbing the game. And
yet there seems to be nothing that
can be done about it any more
than there can about the weather,
■so felicitiously referred to by Mark
Twain.

The Baptist financial campaign
closed Sunday night with the re
Invitations were received today by
ceipt of pledges somewhat in ex
recreational
and industrial leaders
cess of $9000, payments to be
made within two years. Dr. 9$. ol Maine to the annual harvest din
II. Divine who conducted the ner of the State of Maine Publicity
campaign, stated that if he could Bureau to be held in the grand ball
have remained a few more days room of the Eastland Hotel ln Porthe had no doubt thc full amount 1 land, Thursday wening, Oct. 27 at
of $10,000 wculd have bern 6:30 p. m. The main feature of the
raised.
Thc pastor, Rev. J. dinner will be a discussion of the
Charles MacDonald, countered Tourist Dollar and the recreational
with the remark that the rhurch industry in Maine for 1030. Speak
and its friends had been very ers of the evening will be Ralph C.
generous and that “we should not Masterman of Bar Harbor and
ask for more at this time." Dr. Robert P. Tristam Coffin of Bruns
Divine has gone to Detroit, Mich., wick. The toastmaster for this gala
event is to be Judge Benjamin
on a similar mission.
Cleaves of Portland.
The W.C.T.U. met Friday at the
home of Mrs. Louise Ingraham.
Matters of business occupied the
full session. It was voted to pay
the balance due on the Centenary
Fund, making Rockland a Gold
Star Union, having paid $200 into
the fund. It was also voted to
make Rockland a Light Line "Union
by paying $5. for the World Work.
Oct. 17 was designated as the date
for a reception to the teachers of
thc city schools. Committees ap
pointed were: Entertainment, Mrs.
Clara Emery. Mrs. Louise Ingraham,
Mrs. Florence Pike; refreshments,
Mrs. Hattie Bickmore. Mrs. Edith
Gregory, Mrs. Etta Stoddard. Mrs.
Lena Stevens. Delegates to the
State Convention. Portland. Oct.
26-28 were appointed thus: Ex-oflicio. Mrs. Clara Emery, State direc
tor; Mrs. Hope Brewster. County
treasurer; Mrs. Louise Ingraham,
Mrs. Frances Hall, Mrs, Edith
Gregory. Mrs. Hattie Bickmore. Mrs.
Florence Pike, alternates; Mrs. Ida
Simmons, Mrs. Lena Stevens, Mrs.
Flora Merchant, Mrs. Minnie Cross,
Miss Mabel Seavey.

DANCE

In the current Issue of “The
Yankee" is an article entitled “Who
Sells Maine Books?" and out of the
column looks the features of A. J.
Huston, who operated a stationery
store and news stand in this city
quite a number of years ago. The
Yankee says: "At 92 Exchange
street, Portland, is A. J. Huston's
second-hand bookshop. There is
a casualness about the arrangement
which Is as it should ,be, for there
are some bookish people who feel
that neatness spoils the atmosphere.
In the mind of this shrewd and
friendly book-seller, who went
down the coast from Penobscot Bay
country as a young man, there is
stored plenty of accurate, biblio
graphical information. He knows
his Maine books, and has a good
general stock of second-hand books
at more than ordinarily fair prices.
If you are on his mailing list, you
will receive some very interesting
material.-'

Word has been received of the
death last night in Bangor of Olga
T., wife of Capt. Henry J. Johnson,!
North Main street.

KEEP OUR CITY SAFE FROM FIRE

S
T
0
P

MOKING materials carelessly used are among thc most fre
quent causes of fires. Be careful in disposing of used matches
and cigarette butts. Keep matches out of the reach of small
children. Never smoke in bed.
AKE no chances in leaving children alone in the house. They
might be trapped should a fire occur. Fires often spread
vrry rapidly. Save life first. Let thc fire department save
your property.
ILY rags or waste should be kept in closed metal waste cans
outside thp hcusr. Never hang oily mops in a closet. The
spontaneous ignition of oily rags has been responsible for
many serious fires.
REPARE for fire safely by using fire-resistive materials
wherever possible. Eliminate the hazard of sparks on
weeden shingle roofs by using (ire-retarding roofing. Con
ti ruct chimneys safely.

T
H
I

EACH everyone in thc family to be careful of fire, to watch
eleven, fireplaces, electric irons and all other possible fire
causes, and every day to remove old rags, papers and other
rubbish.
OT arhes should never be placed in wooden barrels or near
woeden partitions. Use metal barrels for ashes and for rub
bish. Covers on the barrels add to cleanliness and fire safety.

S

END ycur cleaning work to thc dry cleaner or use fire safe
cleaning fluid. Never use gasoline or kerosene to start or
quieken a fire. Flammable liquids cause the greatest number
of fatal home fires.

w

IRING should be kept in safe condition. Replace frayed
cords. Have an electrician make needed repairs. Always
disconnect thc clecircc iron when leaving thc room. Use
only standard fuse plugs.
LARMS should be given promptly when fire is discovered.
Do not attempt to fight a fire unaided as it is likely to
spread beyond control. Know thc location of the nearest fire
alarm bex and understand how to sound an alarm.
AFETY may depend upon repairing a defective flue or stove
pipe before starting the Arc for the winter. Have the chim
ney cleaned. Keep the principles cf Are prevention always
in mind and never take a chance with fire.
HAWING frozen water pipes with blow torches or open
flames is dangerous. Sparks may lodge out of sight and
cause fire io spread through concealed spaces. Use hot water
for thawing, or call a plumber.
NCOURAGE others to save life and property from destruc
tion by fire. SuppctI fire preventoin programs. Demand
adequate public fire protection facilities including fire de
partment equipmen*, water supplies and fire alarm.

s

T
E

NQUIRE of your fire chief, when buying a fire extinguisher,
to be pertain of getting the right type. Know what to do
should a fire start. Never run with your clothing ignited;
smother thc fire with a blanket or rug.

-Sxemtea9 Cd®®®

The First Baptist Girls' Guild will
meet Thursday at 7.30. with Mrs
Lucy Rankin, Cedar street. Mem
bers and friends invited.

Judge Elisha W. Pike who ex
perienced an ill turn while at his
duties in Bangor was brought to
his home on Talbot avenue Satur
day.
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary
will meet tomorrow at 7.30 at Le
gion hall. Supper at 6 o'clock with
Mrs. Annie Trundy and Mrs. Melia
Vose in charge. Take prizes.
One hundred sweet potato plants
yielded three bushels of the yellow
spuds, which were brought to town i
In triumph yesterday by the super- t
intendent of the City Farm, A.
Sidney Leonard.
I!

At the Encampment meeting
Wednesday night officers will toe in
stalled by District Deputy George
E. Nichols of Camden. This Is a
private installation with supper at
630.

Buy Your Fur Coats NOW at Greater Savings!

Winona E. Robinson ot Warren
a freshman in Home Economics
in the College of Agriculture was
I lecently elected secretary of The
Maples, women's dormitory at the
' University of Maine. Miss Robin(son is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bryan S. Robinson.
This has been a tough old week
' for Bob Gatcombe, 108 Beech street,
because his beloved gray maltese
kitten is still missing. It is a half
I grown male with white bib and feet.
: Any person having knowledge of the
I whereabouts cf the kitten will bring
I light and Joy to Bob's shadowed
Juvenile world by telephoning 418-J.

Direct from the manufacturer to you! First Quality
Furs, linings and workmanship at very moderate prices.
It will pay you to see this group of coats before buying
elsewhere. Our regular guarantee on all these coats.

1 DURO SEAL COATS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ............... $ 69.50
I

Black-dyed or beaver-dyed, princess and swagger.

CARACUL COATS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...............

$119.00
“k

Cossack style or swagger.

BLOCKED LAPIN.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ............... $ 39.50
Uniformly matched skins, new 43" swagger len gth.

SILVERTONE MUSKRATS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ................ $ 99.00

Steamer North Haven is on
Snow's railway for overhauling
Luxurious seft fur, grjytcne or brewntone.
/i~preparatory to the rigors of win
ter service. Steamer W. S. White
Is handling the whole run on regu
Stylish, practical and economical.
lar winter schedule, leaving Rock
land at 130 daily except Sunday for
Vinal Haven. North Haven. Ston
ington and Swan's Island. On the
return she leaves the island at 5.30.
termcr.t ln the family lot at Achorn
arriving at Tillson's Wharf around
MRS. HERBERT F LIBBY
Most heavily used arteries of
Patrolman Roland Sukeforth is 9.30. When overhaul is completed
cemetery.
The destroyer Benham arrived in
travel into New York during the
Chloe Louise (Cables) wife of
the harbor yesterday and is having having his annual vacation. Pa on the North Haven the White will' New York World's Fair. 19S9. will
trolman Carl Christoflerson has re go into winter quarters.
her builders' acceptance trials.
Herbert F. Lihby whose death oc
be Routes 1 and 22 from the South
turned to his beat.
curred Oct. 5, at the home of her
Knox
Lodge
l.O.OF.,
Installed
|
leading directly to the Holland Tun
The Maine State Hand Engine
This is the night of the Fire these officers last night: Noble nel; Routes 1. 22. 2 and 9W from the daughter. Mrs. Robert L. Bridges in
League met Saturday in Topsham.
79 PARK ST. ROCKLAND, MF.
Department ball at the Community grand. Alfred L. Benner; vice’
The Rockland department was rep
West, the last two roadways lead Portland, was bom in Rockland.
Building. You don't have to go but grand. G. Walter Kimball; record, i
Complete CHIROPRACTIC
resented by Percy Dinsmore. Dewey
ing to the George Washing'.on Aug. 28, 1883, With the exception
you should buy a ticket.
sec., M. V. Rolilns; fin. sec.. N. S.
Tripp. Charles Staples and Lewis
of
a
few
years'
residence
in
other
HEALTH SERVICE
Karl; treas. Nestor Brown; warden, Bridge and the Lincoln Tunnel, and
Phillips.
State Patrolman Ray Foley is do Roy Mank; conductor. Lester Post; the Saw Mill and Hutchinson River localities, all her life was spent in
(12 Years 4a Rockland)
Rockland. Of a bright and cheery
ing a little personal investigating—
By Appointment
Phone 1163
From Community Theatre Guild hunting for his bull terrier Popeye RS.N.G., O. B. Lovejoy; LSN.G.. C. Parkways from the North and East. disposition she made many friends.
116-117Ttf
E.
Gregory;
RJ5£
.
Gecrge
Graves;
comes the word that rehearsals are which has wandered into unknown
A true and faithful wife and mother
LBS. C. M Havener; O. G., Wal
to be held on the second floor of purheus.
she will be greatly missed in the
ter Ellis; I. G., Theodore Davis;
Havener block in Uie quarters for
j home where she was tenderly cared
Andrew Rikila’s
merly occupied by Recreation Al
Followers of Maine college foot chaplain, Jesse T. Carroll. The in New Shoe Repairing Shop [ for during two years of serious ill
stalling officers were: DD.GM , A.
leys.
ness, toy her husband and daughter.
ball were treated to some surprise
V. Sawyer; D.DS.W.. N. S. Brown;
is at 299 Main St.
Besides her husband she is surSaturday, notably in the MaineEdwin Libby Relief Corps will New Hampshire game which Maine D.CGS Albert Cables: D.D.G.T..
Over Lamb's, Cleaners
i vived by one daughter, IMrs. Robert
13Stf
serve a circle supper Thursday at 6 won 21 to 0, as compared with the Luke S. Davis; DD.G.C, O. B. Love
L. Bridges; and two grandchildren
o'clock. Housekeepers will lie Mrs. smashing defeat which the Granite joy; DB.G.G, O. E. Pinkham; D D.
■ of Portland, two sisters, Mrs. Fred
Ellie Knowlton,
Mrs.
Gladys Staters had visited upon Bates the! grand marshal. George C. Graves.
E. Harden of this City, and Mrs. A.
Murphy and Mrs. Carolyn Stuert. preceding Saturday. Colby, a sen Rrfreshments were served.
Herbert Harmon of Springvale and
A business meeting will follow at sational winner over Tufts, lost to
one brothel, Stephen H Cables of
Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V., spon
7.30, with inspection of officers.
( Tyngsboro, Mass.
Vermont 9 to 6; Bowdoin downed sored a successful beano party last
A committal service at the grave
Wesleyan 27 to 11. while (Bates night, with every available seat
At the meeting of Educational
i Friday afternoon was conduced by
lost to Northeastern 6 to 0. On th? filled.
NO
MORE
HARD
Mrs.
Lina
Carroll
was
Club to be held Friday at the home
coming Saturday all of the Main? cashier, Ada Payson, Priscilla Smith
WORK MONDAYS Rev. J. Charles MacDonald and inof Mrs. Leila Benner, the following
colleges
play
the
role
of
host.
Bow

<wi/e your back
and
Eliza
Plummer
assistants;
questions will be asked: Who said,
SOAK CU>TH^t pU0
and on what subject “I will not doin entertaining Williams, Maine Maude Cables chairman. Attrac
AUCTION SALE
equivocate. I will not excuse I will facing Connecticut State, Bates tive awards were given to Dorothy
CLMNSC3 THOROUGHLY
meeting Arnold, and Colby being Smith. Elizabeth Passon. Mary EarSaturday,
Oct. 15—10 AM.
not retreat a single inch, and I will
be heard?” Hew did the chi! wsr thc third Maine college to face New ter. Margaret Bowler. Ellen Falk.
At the McIntosh Farm. '/g mile from
Appleton Village, on Route 131.
begin and when? What State was Hampshire. The Waterville gam? Alice Russell. Delia York. Fannie
should furnish, a good line on Holbroke, Ray Walsh. Arthur Ful
CHAS. II PLUMMER. Auctioneer
the first to secede?
122"123
Colby's real strength.
ler. Ruth Rogers. Louise Rackliff.
The yacht Bethulia formerly
Alice Blackington, Elinor Weed.
owned by Major Talbot Aldrich,
Hazel Nash. Elizabeth Gregory. Dot
and subsquently the property of
Stewart, Ellen Creighton, Abbie
SPECIAL! ON SALE
M. B. Perry, had Its troubles down
MacDonald. Deris Melvin, Dot
THURSDAY MORNING—9.30
at Providence during the tidal wave.
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
Sukeforth. Susie Karl. Lina Carroll.
We've been tending to our knit
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
The craft broke from its moorings
Florence Rogers, Evelyn Church. Ada
ting and if you are a lover of
and finally landed high in one of
Payson. Martha Moore, Annie Wade,
Matinees Every Day at 2.30
sweaters for sport or business
the streets. An enclosure will be
Dorothy Councc. Theresa Smith.
Evenings at 7 and 9
you'll
compliment us on these
built for protection, and when
Ruth Brackett, C. V. Lowell. Myrtle
TUES.-WED.. OCT. 11-12
$2.00 to $3.50
l.VV
selections.
spring comes the Bethulia will be
Hull. Gene Clough. Bessie McCas
JAMES CAGNEY
back where yachts belong.
lin, Ethel Blackington, Carrie
NO CHANGES—ALL SALES FINAL
PAT O'BRIEN
Pull overs . . . crew necks . . .
House, Margaret Anderson, Nellie
MARIE WILSON
in
Winter schedule goes into effect
Packard. The specials were award
seme with slide fasteners . . .
today on the island line, steamer
ed Olive Staples. Hazel Nash. Leon
“BOY MEETS GIRL”
316 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ethers with leather fronts. A spe
leaving Tillson's wharf at 1.30 for
Barter. Etta Whitmore and C. V.
With Ralph Bellamy, Frank Mc
cial lot for wearing in place of a
all landings.—adv.
Lowell.
Hugh, Dick Foran, Ronald
vest
and when it comes to sweat
Reagan
ers
for
loafing around in. we've
BURN
There will be a public card party,1
THURS.-FRI., OCT .13-14
Blake—At Razorvllle, Oct 3. to Mr.
tihe
second
in
a
series
of
six,
at
the
the
hustltngest
assortments in thc
DOROTHY LAMOUR
and Mrs Gleason Blake, a daughter.
Farm Bureau hall on Mountain
GEORGE RAFT
Coughlin—At Logan. W V Sept. 27.
town.
to Mr and Mrs Charles E Coughlin,
HENRY FONDA
road Thursday night at 7.30 p. m.
a daughter—Ann Marie
They start at $2 and at 8 A. M.
in
Mrs Ruth Levensaler, Mrs. Fran
Raynes—At Thomas Maternity Home.
“State of Maine Express”
Rockland. Oct IQ. to Mr. and Mrs. Al
ces
Farrand
and
Mrs.
Rena
Call
are
“Spawn of the North”
ton Raynes of Owl:. Head, a daughter—
Again in Operation
hostesses.—adv.
*lt
Mary Patricia.
with
Through
sleeping
ears
(berth, compartment or drawing room);
John Barrymore, Akim Tamiroff.
Remington Electric
Lining? Car and Buffe:; roaches, Portland to New York
MARRIED
Lynne Overman, Louise Platt and
FAST.
DAILY
DF.
LUXE
SERVICE
“Slicker” (he Amazing Trained
Razor, $15.00
Hooper-Wiley — At Tenants Harbor.
Oct. 8. by Rev Newell J. Smith. Wil
SeaL
Daily and Sunday, serving all of Maine (by connections at
fred Hooper of Martinsville and Mbs
Portland) to or from New York
Jennie Wiley of Tenants Harbor
Packard Lektro Razor
Read Up
Week Days
Read Down
Ar. 10.25 A. M.
5.00 P. M. Lv. ROCKLAND,
DIED
$7.50
BOUGHT
Ar. 10.15 A. M
5.10 P. M. Lv. THOMASTON,
Kalloch—At Lynn, Mass., Oct. 7, Jen
Ar. 9.45 A. M
nie. widow of Franklin P Kalloch. for
5.35 P. M. Lv. WALDOBORO,
merly of St. George, aged 71 years.
AND SOLD
Ar. 9.20 A. M.
5.58 P. M. Lv. NEWCASTLE.
Rand,
$9.50
Mank—At Damariscotta. Oct. 8. Wil
122Ttf
Ar. 9.00 A. M.
6.11 P. M. Lv. WISCASSET,
liam E Mank. aiged 73 years. 10 months.
Ar.
M.
BATH,
8.33
A.
6.34
P.
M.
Lv.
11 days
Private funeral Wednesday
Ar. 6.35 A. M.
9.05 P. M. Lv. PORTLAND,
at 2 o'clock from the Flanders FunClipshaver,
$10.00
era’ Home. Interment In Rural ceme
Lv. 9.00 P. M.
7.20 A. M. Ar. NEW YORK,
tery. Please omit flowers.
(For Sunday service ecnmlt timetable, or ark nearest agenl
MORTICIANS
Farnham—At Rockland. Oct. 10. Jere
miah N. Farnham, laged 70 years. 7
Ccnnections from practically all other Maine points
months. I day. Funeral Thursday at
For reservations call any Maine Central Railroad Agent
•> o'-'oek from Littlefield Memorial
Ambulance Service

Russell Hewett, son of Capt. and
No school today; teachers' con
Mrs. Charles G. Hewett, has taken
vention.
the examination for the Naval
Rockland High piays in Old Town Academy.
Saturday.
Hunting at the Grassy Pond game
Alderman William J. Sullivan, preserve cost Charles Evers of Au
czar of Perry's coal office, is having gusta a small fine in Municipal
Court yesterday.
his annual vacation.

■ CHUBBY FUR JACKETS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ................

$ 29.50 ®

Blake B. Annis, D. C.

0TE1

The needle’s out of

MAGIC
WATER

the haystack and it’s

just knit you

a sweater

WALDO THEATRE

SILK AND RAYON DRESSES
Values

$1 fifieach

E. B. HASTINGS

DIRECT TRAIN SERVICE
RESUMED TO NEW YORK

USED CARS

Sn
8

Pleasant Valley Grange
Hall

BURPEE'S

MIDDLE ST., ROCKLAND

WED., OCT. 12

Ambulance Service

Featuring
“THE BIG APPLE DANCE"
with Music by
OTIS DEAN
Men 39c
Women 20c
121*122

•

DANCE
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RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT 8T.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.

98-tf

Church.
Kelley—At Camden. Oct. 10. Eugene
W. Kelley, son of Mr. land Mrs. Page
8. Kelley of Lincolnville, age 4 years
Funeral Wednesday at B o'clock from
church at Lincolnville Centre.
(Johnson—At Bangor, Oct. 10. Olga T„
wife of Capt Henry Johnson.

TELS. 390 AND 781-1

361-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
110-tf

IttAPTHEABS

MAINE CENTRAL
RAILROAD

»•

GREGORY’S
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WALDOBORO AND VICINITY
Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.

PORTRAIT PITCHERS
"pillS cunning little fellow was a
beverage-bearer back Id pre-Inca
days tn Peru. Such Jugs or water
pitchers, usually made with large
bandies and narrow spouts, were
moulded for common everyday use
by the Indians, and were buried with
them after death for use in the next
world. Thousands upon thousands
ot these huacos, as they are called,
have been discovered In the ancient
tombs of Peru and are to oe found In
the private museum on thi Larco
Herrera estate at Chlclin, Peru, and
in the Larco Herrera Museum in
Lima, visited on thc weekly 31-day
All-Expense cruises to Peru.
The huacoi of the Chlmu dynasty
tn particular—which sprang up two
thousand years ago on the coast of
Peru—reveal exceptional skill In
modeling combined with a certain
originality of design and a sense of
humor which raises their creators
to the top rank as potters. The sub
ject matter employed and the real
ism with which it has been presented
have made the huacos one o' the
most important sources of informs
tion concerning these early races
Some bottles are moulded into the
portrait! ot sacred animals and
Bowers, ot gods and Indian chiefs—
many ot them caricatures that would
make our modern cartoor look to
their laurels. Others portray groups
fishing, hunting, weaving, and cook
ing Others depict operations—child
birth, amputations, tooth pullings
and several heads bear marks show
Ing that trepanning of skull- was

BEAVERS WORK
FOR UNCLE SAM
BUILDING DAMS

EvJry-Other-Day
old-time: graduates

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

Those Who Took Part In Commence
ment Exercises Back In 1887

There were 18 numbers on the
Rockland High School graduation
program in 1837. The exercises
I were held June 2 in Farwell Opera
. House, with music by the Orpheus

1

2

4

4

5

b

7

8

4

16

II

11

Mrs. Henry K. Crowell and Mrs. | Mrs. Granville Blalsdell of PemaW
14
is 11
Fred Genthner have returned from qu:d is visiting Mr and Mrs. Cast15 lb
17
id
a visit with relatives in Beae,hmont, ner Blalsdell.
------------w
Mass.
Mrs. S. H. Weston and Miss
$200 Worth of Labor Done club These numbers were Pre’
20
21
22
19
! sented:
Mr and Mrs. John Miller are on Gene Keene were called to Boston
By ‘Paddle-Tails’ at Cost
Saturday by the illness of their
a trip to New York city.
■ Salutatory ............. Lulu S. Erskine
24
2^
14
Of $8, Tests Reveal.
I The New South ...........................
Mrs. Amos Achorn and daughter, brother, Ward Keene.
w i 30
2b
Z7
Geraldine, spent the weekend with
Ruel Eugley has sold the Quality
................ Fred J. Simonton, Jr.
WASHINGTON. — Beavers soon ]
Mrs. Maynard Sukeforth in Wash Fish Market to Carlton Foster of
will be building dams for the fed Borrowed Wings . Lena L. Griffith
Jt
34 35
31
33
ington. '
eral government in Oregon, Wash- j
Round Pond. Mr. Foster has al
Injudicious Haste in Study ....
Reginald French Is visiting his ready taken over the business.
ington, Nevada, Utah and Wyoming.
47
3b
................... ....... Annie M. Spear
The paddle-tailed animals have
brother. Carroll French in Gray.
Mr. and Mrs. TTvin Pinkham
been "employed” on dam construe- , The Due Policy . Frank M. Packard
Lieut. Cedric Kuhn UBM.C. of and son Wayne of Nobleboro were
1
42 43
39
tion work for two years in Idaho. 1 An Excursion to Bar Harbor ....
Portsmouth spent the weeked with guests Sunday of Mrs. Lila LoveEach of 200 beavers, according to
his mother, Mrs. Bessie S. Kuhn. Joy.
45
SS %
44
..............................Helen L. Snow
Secretary of the Interior Harold L.
Victor Burnhelmer, Jr., student
Ickes, performed $200 worth of la Class History ...... Frank C. Norton
Mr. and Mrs. Oral Ludwig left
4b
50
49
97
51
at Maine Central Institute, Pitts
bor that cost the government only Echoes ................... Mabel A Spring
Sunday for a visit at La Pomkeag
field passed the weekend with his
$8
There Is Room At the Top........
J
Camps in the Oxbow region.
52
54
The beavers were trapped in
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Victor Burn................................ Ava L. Wood
Mrs. Jessie Benner. Percy Turner.
areas that could be harmed by their
heimer.
,
Labor ................... Ezekiel G. Nelson
5b 57
55
58 59
Mildred and Bevely Benner were
instinctive dam building and freed j
i
The newly organized Men's Club
In streams that were to be dammed. A Great Mistake .........................
visitors Sunday in Liberty.
£i
has elected as officers: President.
Photo Grsco LtoO
feo
bl b3
....................... Cassie I. Jameson
—
Franklin Randolph: vice president,,
Class
Prophecy
........
Annie
L.
Crie
practiced In those long ago primitive
SOUTH W ARREN
b5
Nathan Farwell: secretary, Joseph
faM
Education of the Mind ..............
times. Hundreds of huacos tn more
Tait: treasurer, Andrew Currie. The
.......................
Carrie
E.
Orbeton
conventionalized
form
carry
designs
Mr .and Mrs. J. W. Linekin and '
next meeting of the club will be
depicting in detail the life of the
Our Navy..........Charles M. Brk.ne
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
daughter Inez of Worcester. Mass. ,
VERTICAL (Cont.)
held Oct. 12 in Clark's hall.
people. Some portray fiestas, ban
1-Holdng a position 47-Seniora (abbr.)
Libraries ............ Carrie E. Winslow
16-Become exhausted
called Thursday on friends here.
Mrs. Cassie Simmons and Miss
quets. ceremonies of various kinds,
by name only
49-Transfix
18-Fatigues
Rockland In 1987 .......................
Members of the B H. Club mo
7-Bragged
51- Policeman (Slang) 21-Of unequaled excel
showing in great detail the decora
Frances Simmons have returned
...................
Susie
R.
Dueworthy
tored last Tuesday to North Waldo
13- Ascend
52- Evening (Poet.)
lence
tion of homes, the dishes snu foods
from a visit in Boston.
A Plea For College Educaton ....
14- Bury
53- Criminal
27-Add
boro and join with others in praise
used,
the
costumes
worn.
Others
de

Miss Dorothy Creamer R. N. of
15- Backbone
54-Metric land measure 29-E'ragrance
.........................Jon. P. Cilley, Jr.
of the excellent chicken supper
pict crimes and their punishment,
17-Diacharges
55-To transform
Portland is visiting her parents,
32—Cure hides
Valedictory
,
..........
Ella
F.
Haskell
the
preparation
and
relaying
of
mes

served at Maple Grange hall.
19- Combining form. Far 58-Mature
34- Three-toed sloth
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Creamer.
sages. wars and thc Implements
Awarding Diplomas . .. John Lovejoy 20- Pertaining to
A fine fall day and a large crowd
60-Beleaguerment
35- Fifty-six
Installation of the officers of
used Many are allegorical: most of
punishment
62-River in France
37- Right (abbr.)
combined to the success of Good
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge and
them, extremely amusing; and all
22- It is (contr.)
64- Perfumed
38- Unfastened again
Will Grange fair held Wednesday.
TREMONT
23- Rronoun
are very informative.
65- Avers
39- Affirms
Germania Lodge of Odd Fellows will
The sum of $110.10 will be added to
24Roman
(abbr.)
40- Wait upon
be held Oct. 12. Each member has
VERTICAL
2t-Before
the treasury to be used for needed 1
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Babbidge
42- Love with intense
Louis Gordon and Mrs. Roy Smith.
the privilege of inviting one guest.
RUNS INTO MILLIONS
1Examining
26-A
compass
point
devotion
repairs and improvements. Knox
of Portland are guests of Mr and
She was dinner guest Thursday of
Refreshments will be served.
(abbr.)
2- Appendages
43- Trusts
Pomona Grange meets with Good
Mrs. Charles Hardnig.
28-Chemical symbol for 3- Vase with a foot
48-Meanitig
Damage To New England Farm
Mrs. A T. Norwood.
Mrs. Herbert Hastings and Miss
Will Nov. 5 for election and in-,
MTs. James Benson was supper
nickel
4- Falsehood
50- Water-raising wheel
Property In Recent Dopical Hur
Gladys Hastings of Somerville.
Charles
Creamer
and
Burton
5- Because
stallation of officers.
guest of Mrs Clarence Smith re 30- Comparative suffix
51- Short cloaks
ricane
Mass., arrived Friday and are
31- To bestow
6- Allude
56- One (Ger.)
cently.
Jerry' Libby fell from a ladder re Phelan of Calais are spending a
guests of Mrs. Elizabeth Genthner.
33-Writer of psalms
7- One who has two
57- Full of moisture
•
cently and received an injury to his week with Mr. and Mrs. Howard
36—Story
wives
58- To steep, as flax
Mrs. Lucy Robinson of St. George
Kenniston.
The
Bureau
of
Agricultural
EcoThese
beavers
are
being
"draft

leg.
39-One who concurs
8- Ahead
59- Anger
Married 54 Years
is visiting her sister. Mrs. F.orence
Miss Susan Stevens has closed her nomics estimated the loss of farm ed” to work tn Uncle Sam's con
41-Poem by Homer
9- Consumed
61-Grand Encampment
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jacob
Kelley
en

Shuman.
44- Prefix. Apart
10- Seminary (abbr.)
(abbr.)
summer home and returned to property and equipment in the re servation program.
Stephen A. Jones, Miss Helen
63-A thoroughfare
Washington, D. C., to spend the cent hurricane and flood in New They immediately began spanning joyed a (pleasant surprise Oct. 5, 45- Old English (abbr.) 11- Hackneyed
12- Sweet course
(ebbr.)
when 29 relatives and friends 46- Prefix. Down
Jones and George Howard visited
winter Her nephew. Robert Ste
England would “run into millions of the streams with dams of wood and walked in to help them celebrate
recently’ with Mrs. Albert Riley hi
vens, who spent the summer with
mud.
(Solution to previous puzzle*
South Portland.
her. has returned to Charlestown, ' dollars.”
These dams, Ickes reported, pre their 54th wedding aniversary. De
ALENA L. STARRETT
guests
were
laden
with
refreshJoseph
Kelley.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ClarWilliam Jameson, a student at
The bureau said the damage could vented excessive silting and erosion.
Mass.
Correspondent
Maine Central Institute, Pittsfield,
Mr. and Mrs W. H. Robinson, not -be reasonably approximated The work was so effective—and in ments and beautiful gifts for Mr. ence Smith. Mr. and Mrs. George
expensive—the government will ex- and Mrs. Kelley. Some of the party Closson. Mr. and Mrs Nelson Herspent the weekend at the home cf
Miss Mary Wyllie and Mrs. Robert until more detailed surveys were i
TeL 49
\ tend its activities.
played card games while others rick. Mrs. Ethel Rich and son Harhis parents, Mr. and Mrs. Foserr
Walker motored recently to Water completed, but reported heavy
Large-scale operations, Ickes said,
old. Mrs. Reta M. Wallace. Fred
Jameson.
ville with Mr. and Mrs. Lester Sher losses particularly in the Connects- ' will reduce from $8 to $5 the cost joined in happy conversation.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelley received a Thurston, Mrs. Flora Latty, Mr. and
The Congregational Ladies’ Circle man of Rockland and were guests
Several members of the Women’s
of catching and transporting each
cut river valley.
thrill in telephone calls from their ’ Mrs. W. H Kittredge. Capt. and ■
Club attended the Lincoln County will serve supper Thursday, with of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hall.
beaver.
De
tobacco
loss
was
placed
at
daughters
Mrs. Ida K Sweeney and Mrs. John Latty Mr. and Mrs. E.
Union meeting in Damariscotta, this committee in charge. Mrs. Al
Original plans for “employing”
Rev. Emerson Herrick, formerly approximately 6.000.000 pounds.
Monday. Mrs. Maude Clark Gay, zada Simmons. Mrs. Edna Moore, of this town has been transferred
the beavers were devised several Mrs. Bernice K Scott of Somerville, B. Reed and Mr. and Mrs. Kelley.
Sept. 1 production approximately years ago, according to a report Mass.
It is difficult to realize that Mr.
president of the Maine Federation Mrs. Ruth Philbrook. Mrs. Ruby to the pastorate at Orr's and
26.000.000 pounds in the area was submitted by the division of grazing
De guests were Mr. and Mrs. L. \ and Mrs. Kelley have been married
of Women's Clubs was the guest of Kalloch. Mrs Flora McKellar. and Bailey's Island, after being located
forecast. Cost of replacing demol ’ at Boise. Idaho.
W. Rumill of West Demont, Mrs. 54 years as they seem so young.
honor. Mrs. Roselle W. Huddilston Mrs. Gertrude Hahn.
| In Waj-ne for seven years.
ished tobacco bams was put at more
"In the early days of the North- Leola iRumill Clement of Oorham. Dey are deeply loved by their
Mr. and Mrs. Wilder Moore, and
was guest speaker.
The first meeting of the Contract than $2 000 000.
! west,” the report said, "beavers
Mrs Viola Murphy. Seal Cove. Mrs. neighbors and friends. Mrs. ClarThe Parent-Teachers Association Theresa Huntley were guests Sun Club of the season was held Wed I
were plentiful and their pelts
Loss
to
onion
growers
was
esti

Marion Rees of Southwest Harbor, ence Smith presented to Mrs. Kelley
will hold a reception in honor of the day of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Gilley in nesday at the home of Mrs George
READ ALL T1IE NEWS
mated at 150.000 bushels, compared formed one of the greatest sources Mr and Mrs. Shirley Kelley and a beautiful bridal bouquet, picked
.
teachers Oct. 21 in the High School Augusta.
of
revenue
for
the
Indians
and
earNewbert with two tables.
with a Sept. 1 production forecast
THEN READ .ALL THE ADS
daughter Barbara. Mr. and Mrs., from her own garden.
auditorium. Rev. Guy Wilson of
Mrs. Joseph Flanagan returned
i
ly
day
settlers.
Mrs. Toido KUpenen surprised of 1250.000 bushels.
Beaver Colonies Transported.
Rockland will address the gather Friday to Bangor after visiting her Mrs. Fred Wyllie Thursday by takAbout 4 000.000 bushels of apples,
"After the animals were trapped
ing. Die public is invited.
sisters, Mrs. T. V Mathews. Mrs.
ing to her a pint of wild raspberries over half of the New England crop out. the streams had nothing to
picked on the line between the two estimated as of Sept. 1 at 7.100.000 check the silt in the spring runoff.
houses. The flavor of the raspbe;
bushels, were reported blown from Consequently, gullies were washed
ries. was excellent.
i■
trees. Large quantities of these through the surrounding meadows
Emerson W. Perkins, district apples were expected to be mar and drained the water reserve table
lower. As a result of this, and also
deputy and staff, Edwin Gammon. keted. however.
.
Charles Young. Percy R. Bowley. I De report said although the overgrazing on the surrounding
hills, the once-productive meadows
Fred Mathews. Joseph Robbins. Irish Cobbler potatoes had been became dry, barren and more or
Fred Starrett and Emerson O. Per harvested prior to the storm, rising , less waste land.
kins will install the officers of waters covered and destroyed hun- ' “A few years ago the idea was
Round Pond Lodge. I O.O.F. Durs- dreds of acres of late potatoes still conceived to attempt to transplant a
few colonies of beavers in one of
day night, Warren Lodge, Friday; In the ground.
our most eroded streams. We car
and Union Lodge Saturday.
Heavy damage was reported to ried them in for miles by hand to
Mrs. Jessie M. Colburn of Bangor fruit trees, pears and peaches suf get them started. In a few years
warden of the Rebekah Assembly fering extensive losses.
they have performed almost a mir
ls guest of Mrs. William Stanford
De loss of poultry and poultry i acle."
while making official visits.
houses was extremely heavy, par
Officers of Ivy Chapter. O.ES ticularly in Rhode tsland and Con Dead Woman’s Eyes Give
are requested to be present at a necticut.
Sight to Man and Youth
rehearsal Friday at 7 o'clock to pre
SAN FRANCISCO.—Two men are
pare for inspection. Nov. 11.
looking out now upon a world they
RAZORVILLE
hadn't seen in years, a world they
Mrs. Alice Cook went Sunday to
hadn’t known since they lost their
Sanford where she will be guest
Carrie Clark and Miss Hattie
several weeks of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Wentworth with Mrs. Jennie Humes sight. Dey owe their regained vi
sion to one of the miracles of mod
Day.
were visiters Sunday at the home of ern surgery, in which cornea tis
Ernest Starrett is ill at his home friends in South Union and War sue from dead persons is transplant
in Pleasantville.
ren and report an enjoyable trip.
ed to living people.
I Austin Gammon and family are
De eyes of Mrs. Margaret Carr,
Mrs. Maud Howard and Edith
moving from the Ray Kalloch place Overlook were In Union Sunday on who died at 80 years, restored sight
to Reverend U. E. Harding of Port
North Warren to the Avery Star a visit.
land, Ore., and Arthur Morton. 21,
rett place.
L. P. Jones has finished work on a pianist of Sacramento, Calif.
1 Joseph Connell is moving to the
"I can see,” Reverend Harding
Mrs. Bernice Esancy's house.
Partridge rent in the tillage.
said when the bandages were re
Several
from
this
place
attended
Leland Philbrook is having his
moved. "I can see your hand. I
house painted by Percy Moore, and the meeting last Desday conducted see colors. I know what you look
by Rev. Mr. Ross of Union.
like.” He was still blind in one eye,
Leland Chapman.
Mrs. Leola Powell was a caller in but from the other he could see for
Edwin
Gammon
is
wiring
the
cot

Jack Oakie poses as a brush salesman to extricate Lucille Ball, a screen
the first time in 43 years.
star impersonating a housemaid, from some unforeseen complications— tage of Mrs. Estelle Perry and thc this place recently. Mrs. Powell has
When surgeons took the dressing
been
in
Massachusetts
since
the
hur

a gay scene from the hilarious "The Affairs of Annabel." RKO Radio Pic Gilbert cottage at Spruce Head
from
Morton’s eyes he stared for a
ricane and saw some of the devas
ture co-starring Oakie as a haywire press agent and Miss Ball as the glam Island.
moment at the face above him, then
tated
territory.
An instructive session was re
our girl involved in goofy publicity stunts.—adv.
said. “Dings are blurred. But I
A new mill going in at North can see." Den he fainted. Morton
ported of the Joint meeting Friday
of the elementary teachers of Union Washington adds a tinge of excite lost his sight in 1932.
De pair will resume their private
and Warren at the Union High ment to traffic on this road.
lives, Harding returning to his pas
school building. De next teachers’
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Dickinson torate in a Portland church, Morton
meeting will be held Nov. 4 at the of Augusta were visitors this week resuming his study of piano.
home of Frank D. Rowe. Discus at the home of their aunt, Mrs. L.
sion of McKee's Teaching of Lan P. Jones.
Eskimo Baby Exchanged
guage in the Elementary School"
Albert Humes spent Wednesday
For Tent, Says Witness
will be held on that date.
at Edith Overlock’s while inspect
EDMONTON.—A Winnipeg attor
Crescent Temple, P. S. will meet ing the damage done by the gale.
ney returning from a trip through
Friday. Supper will be served un
Mrs. Addie Vanner is suffering the wilds of northwestern Canada,
der the direction of Mrs. Shirley from a lame knee.
told of seeing an Eskimo baby trad
ed for a tent worth $49.
Bowley.
Mrs. Rose Boynton celebrated her
Attorney John A. Macauley said
Mrs. A. W White is guest in Roshe witnessed the transaction at
1 lindale, Mass., of her aunt Mrs. Let- 76th birthday Oct. 4. .
Great Bear Lake.
tie Alexander.
“The baby was purchased by an
Miss Eda St. Clair of Portland
Indian family, most of whose chil
Stand by, America, ’til the 1939 Pontiacs arrivel You’ll
passed the weekend with Miss M.
dren had died,” he said. “De little
Eskimo seemed to be thriving on a
feast your eyes on dazzling new beauty. You’ll thrill
Grace Walker, motoring here with
1«NEW QUALITY SIX
diet of powdered milk, and its parMr. and Mrs. W. A. Holman who
to a great new development in motor car springing.
ents-by-purchase seemed extremely
spent the weekend with Mr. and
And
to top it all off, you’ll pay less for a Pontiac this
fond
of
it.
”
Doorbells, Convenience Outlets,
Mrs. George St. Clair at Crescent
2*NEW DE LUXE SIX
year
and get more!
Lights
and
Small
Appliances
Beach.
Installed and serviced
Promptly
DEFINITION
3* NEW DE LUXE EIGHT
You’ll be Proud to own a Pontiac
AMERICA'. FINXST LOW-FR1CXD CAM
A conscience Is that sixth sense
that comes to our aid when we are
48 GRACE ST.,
ROCKLAND
doing wrong and tells us that we are
TEL. 19-W
Robert Taylor, Raymond Walbum, Eleanor Powell in'
about to be caught.—Nebraska Blue
ROCKLAND, ME.
712 MAIN STREET
“Broadway Melody of 1938
Print.
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Coming Soon From
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NewLower-Priced SilverStreaks

ELECTRICAL
SERVICE

W. W. STRONG

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
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MRS OSCAR C. LANE
Correspondent

Union Church Circle will meet
Thursday in the vestry and serve
supper at 5.30.
Installation of officers of Ocean
Bound Rebekah Lodge will be held
tonight with D. D. President Flor
ence Lawson as Installing officer
and D. B. Marshal Arlene White
assisting. The installation will be
private. A turkey supper will be
served at 6 o'clock.
Mrs. Emma Mills went Saturday

to Quincy, Mass., where she will
pass the winter with her sister Miss
Grace Roberts.
Fox Islanders 4-H Club held a
local contest, candlelight ceremony
and exhibition of the members'
work, Thursday night in Union
Churdh vestry. Leader Cora Peter
son, Assistant Leader. Flora Brown
and Miss Lucinda Rich, County
Agent, were present.
Mrs. Harold Clark of South Port
land came Wednesday to visit her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wilson.
Mrs. Herbert Cassie returned Sat
urday from Quincy, Mass.
Miss Edith Roberts was home
from Rockland for over Sunday.
William Williams, has returned
from Portland.
Mrs. Fred K Coombs went Saturlay to Wollaston, Mass., where she

STRAND, TODAY AND WEDNESDAY

is guest of her grandson Kendall
Hatch.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Jones
have returned from Belfast.
C. S. Roberts of Rockland was in
town over the weekend.
Capt. George Lawry returned
Thursday from New York.
E. C. McIntosh, who recently un
derwent a surgical operation at the
Deaconess Hospital, Boston, is con
valescing.
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett is visiting
friends in Boston.
Dr. Donald Davis of Derby, Conn.. [
who has been guest of Dr. Ralph
Earle, returned home Sunday.
The first rehearsal of the pag- '
eant, written by Harold Vinal for i
the Sesqui-Centennial was held in {
Union church Thursday night with ’
a large attendance. The cast is
most enthusiastic. Mr. Vinal is an ]
excellent coach.
Moses Webster Lodge F.AM ‘
meets tonight.

"BOYS’ TOWN"

COCKER SPANIEL
Spanyell family dates back to 1386. Cocker is
smallest of family. A very popular pure-bred dog
in U. S. Standard colors range from solid blacks,
reds, to shades of cream; liver red and combina
tions. Versatile, can be trained into retriever. Great
lover of human family.

H

Millions of people who live happily
LET UP_ LIGHT UP A CAMEL
FLAGSHIP PILOT. Captain Walter J. Hunter of
American Airlines, speaks for his profession when
he says: “Ragged nerves and flying don’t mix. I
head off nerve tension by giving my nerves regular
rests—I let up and light up a Camel. 1 find Camels
soothing to the nerves.”

MECHANICAL ENGINEER

pip

know:

EDDIE CANTOR—America’s great comic person*
ality io a riot of fun, music, and song. Each Monday
evening on the Columbia Network. 7:30 pm B.S. T.,
9J0 pm C. S. T.. 8J0 p m M. S. T.. 7:30 p m F. S. T.

MINNEAPOLIS. — Athletes and
armchair invalids have teeth of al
most equal strength, and neither is
a match for an average six-year-old
Eskimo girl, according to Dr. Peter
J. Brekhus, professor of dentistry
at the University of Minnesota, who
acquired the information with his
gnathodynamometer.
Doctor Brekhus says his tests in
dicate teeth are strong only in rela
tion to the amount ot use they get;
diet and general good health have
little effect. His device measures
biting strength in pounds.
He said that 108 Minnesota ath
letes with an average weight of 176
pounds and average height of six
feet bit an average of 126 pounds
each, 108 dental students with an
average weight of 158 pounds and
average height of 5 feet 9 inches bit
an average of 125 pounds each. He
lent the instrument to a research
worker who took it to Alaska, where
it was discovered that the average
six-year-old Eskimo girl had a bite
of 150 pounds and her parents went
as high as 340 pounds.

OUTDOORS AT NIGHT

you

—that the grower of tobacco
also cures it—in many cases,
in barns equipped to apply
heat without smoke ? That
the planter works day and
night until the curing proc
ess is completed! Selection
of Camel’s tobaccos requires
the services of men familiar
with every phase of grow
ing, curing, and aging
choice tobacco. It is well
known in the tobacco trade that Camel cigarettes
are a matchless blend of finer, MORE EXPEN
SIVE TOBACCOS—Turkish and Domestic.

Eskimo Bite Is Hardest,
Even With Baby Teeth

SNAPSHOT GUIL

NERVES A REST

AVE you noticed how a dog, in the
even realize why. Don’t let tension tie your
midst of play, suddenly stops and
nerves in a knot. Make it your pleasant
rests? His nerve system—as complicatedrule to break nerve tension often through
and high-strung as our own—has signalled
the day-TO LET UP-LIGHT UP A
that it’s time to relax! Man, unfortunately,
CAMEL! Feel how gratefully nerves wel
is less sensitive to the warnings of his
come the mellow intermission that your
nerves. Though nerves may need a restful
nearby package of Camels suggests. And
pause, we are inclined to press on in our
not only do smokers find Camel’s costlier
absorbing tasks—relentlessly—forgetful of
tobaccos soothing to the nerves—but mild
mounting nerve strain. When we find our
er, too—ripe-rich in flavor—completely en
selves tense, irritable, upset, we may not
joyable from every angle!

SALEM, ORE.—It cost Oregon j
taxpayers $2,500,000 to kill a “(ire
jinx" that has haunted the state’s
lawmakers for 87 years. The cost
is represented in the state's first
fireproof capitol, recently complet
ed.
Every Salem building in which
the Oregon state senate and house
jointly convened since 1851 has
been either destroyed or badly dam
aged by Are.
The first fire was in 1855, when
the yet unfinished territorial capitol
was destroyed. But before the law
makers had moved into the terri
torial capitol they met in another
building on the Oregon institute ’
campus.
That building was de- J
stroyed by fire in 1872.
After the territorial capitol burned
the legislative body moved into a
downtown building, later moving
into a larger building a few blocks I
away. A few years later one of I
these buildings was destroyed by
fire and the other was badly dam-1
aged.
The second capitol, completed in
1876, was burned to the ground in
1935.
And so the 1938 legislature will
convene in the new $2,500,000 fire
proof capitol and no longer will ex
perience as a home-town volunteer
fireman necessarily be a qualifica
tion for an Oregon legislative can
didate.

bers
reviously
dominated
by
Humphrey Bogart and for whom
Claire Trevor is the stylishly garbed
“fence.”
Leading his band in one big rob
bery after another, the doctor seems
to manifest a strange zest for his
illegal surprises until he is sud
denly brought up short by arrest for
the murder of Bogart, who had
threatened blackmail.
Placed on trial for his life, the
doctor escapes the penalty for the
murder he has undoubtedly com
mitted by a shrewd manipulation
of the psychology of the jurors. It
is one of the strangest denouements
ever related in any film, but con
vincing nevertheless and highly
amusing.—adv.

HE’S GIVING HIS

AND SO IS HE

Fireproof Capitol Is Answer
To Series of Blazes.

Thursday, Friday and Saturday
brings "The Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse," a bizarre crime film with
hilarious undertones of comedy |
based by Warner Bros, on the Lon
don and New York stage hit of the
1
same name.
It is the tale of a distinguished
neurological surgeon who embarks
upon a career of crime in order, so
he says, to study the mental and
physical reactions of criminals dur
ing those moments when they are
perpetrating their crimes.
He becomes as successful a crimi
nal in the course of his allegedly
scientific dual existence as he is a
surgeon. In fact, his facile brain
soon enables him to become the
leader of a bigthne band of rob-

Smoke 6 picks

support, shutter on “time," lens set
at f.H. Open the shutter, flash the
bulb, close the shutter—that’s all
there is to it. Flash bulbs can be
used in a “synchronizer” that fires
the bulb and trips the camera shut
ter at the same time—or they can be
used in inexpensive holders that
resemble a pocket flashlight.
Campfire effects can be obtained
with flash bulbs, without a campfiro.
Set up the camera for a snapshot
of your group, and flash the bulb
from the ground, below or slightly
behind the camera. The low angle
of lighting produces the campfire
effect. Amateur flood bulbs can bo
used on an extension cord In the
same way.
Take the camera along on your
next evening picnic or other outing.
You’ll come homo with snapshots
that are distinctive and different!
John van Guilder.

out why they are

the LARGESTSELLING
CIGARETTE
IN AMERICA

BENNY GOODMAN — Kins ot Swing, .nd
the world’s greatest swing band — each Tuesday
evening—Columbia Network. 9:30 pm E. S. T.,
8:30 pm C.S.T..7J0 pm M.S.T..6J0 pmPJ.T.

LIGHT OP A CAMEL!
Smokers find Camel’s Costlier Tobaccos are

Happy Hope Farm
“HE’S COMING ALONG FINE
Mrs. Savage Presents Fur
ther Pathetic Echoes of
the Hurricane

Typhoid Fever Cease*
To Be an Army Plague

piCNICS, campfires, and hayrides
* are events which offer a wealth
of picture opportunities. Some pic
nics are daytime affairs, but others
lake place at twilight or after dark
—and there are no times more op
portune for charming campfire snap
shots.
For twilight snaps, wait until the
sky is almost dark. Set the camera
for a “time” exposure, place it on a
firm support, and take a picture that
includes the campfire, the group
around tt, and some sky. With
proper choice of time the sky will re
produce deep gray, the dampflre
warm and brilliant—giving a picture
full of the mystery and atmosphere
of an ending day.
Campfire shots taken well after
nightfall are wonderfully effective.
They show the fire, the faces of the
group about it—but everything else
in rich, mysterious shadow. These
can be taken just like the twilight
shots, with a short “time” exposure.
It is best to have someone sit be
tween the camera and the brightest
part of the fire—his silhouette will
add interest and keep the fire from
appearing too bright.
Modern films are fast, so ex
posures need not be long. With a
good bright fire, try two to five sec
onds at f.6.3, or ten to thirty seconds
with a box camera.
To show added detail in an out
door night scene, use a flash bulb.
It’s easy. Have the camera on a firiu

SAN FRANCISCO.—The army has
defeated typhoid fever, according
to the annual report of the surgeon
general of the army, made public
at the Presidio here.
During the fiscal year ended June
30, 1937, only one case of typhoid
developed in the army, and that was
in the Philippines. Not a case has
been contracted on native soil in
two years, the report says. For
merly it was one of thc biggest prob
lems of the army.
At present the leading causes for
admission to army hospitals are
accidents during athletic exercises
and such ailments as bronchitis, in
fluenza and tonsilitis.
Just as the navy is finding motor
vehicles the most deadly enemy ol
the sailor, the army is finding the
automobile one of its principal Thia youno teaman reata comfortably In the hospital room aboard the
causes of death. During the fiscal Grace Line’a “Santa Lucia,” tended by a skilled nurse and under the care
year, of 664 deaths in the army, of the ship’s doctor, vastly different from the clipper-ship hardships of
seventy years ago.
half were due to injuries, and of
these 105 were suffered in automo
bile accidents.
tlhe expedition to Jerusalem for the
KING SOLOMON’S SEAPORT
------purpose of excavating to discover
Town* Planned to Cut
Discovery a Great Triumpi For the seaport on the shores of the Red
whlch RJng
always
Population of Big Citiea An American Oriental Research
LONDON.—A plan to move ap
Party
called his own port of call, gave j
proximately 5,000,000 persons from
great joy to the peoples of the worl^
large British cities to new self-con
Tlie recent announcement of who grasp every new found truth
tained towns is being considered
by a royal commission. •
success by the American School of and proof of the Bible's foundation
The towns would be the center of Oriental Research which sponsored on fact.
six square miles of land on which
The exact location which har- ;
factories would be erected; enough
bored Solomon's great merchant
fruit, vegetables and milk would be
fleet, was discovered by Nelson
produced to feed the inhabitants.
Glueck, director of this school.
Each town would house about 50,000
Baskets, mats, copper implements,
persons in two-story houses with in
___ r_
Soup to ft ut*
dividual gardens and sun-roofs.
pieces of ancient pottery and even
The stomach should digest two pound* of food
Sites for the towns already have dally.
ropes were found. These led the
When you eat heavy, grea«y. coarse or rich
food* or when you are nervous. hurried or chew
been chosen. Seventy-six are in poorly
men to this great discovery.
—your stomach pour* out too much fluid.
food doesn’t digest and you here ga*. heart
England, 15 in Scotland and nine in Your
It is located one-half mile inland
burn, nausea, pain or sour stomach. You feel »our,
Wales. It is planned to relieve Lon sick and upset all over.
Doctor* eay never take a laxative for stomach
from the Red Sea and Is near fa.nl
don of 2,000,000 inhabitants.
ain. It 1* dangerous and foolish. It take* those
black tablet* called Bell-an* for Indigestion
Klieleifeh. Sand deposits from thc
The plan has been drawn up by Ittle
to make the excess stomach fluids harmless, relieve
distress
In 5 minute* and put you back on your
Arabian River caused tne forma
the Hundred New Towns associa feet Relief
is to quick lt is amazing and one 25e
,i-Vir prans IL Art tor B«U-u* (or lrtirtlw
tion of all the extra coast land.
tion.

r

of

Camels and find

“RUSH ASSIGNMENTS,
deadlines, phone calls would
wreck my nerves,” says New
York newspaper woman
Estelle Karon, “if I didn’t
pause frequently. I let up
often and light up a Camel.
Camels soothe my nerves. I
work better—get more fun.”

i

Xbove — taken at twilight. The
‘campfire” can be an amateur flood
bulb on extension cord. At right—
silhouette against real campfire,
using a time exposure.
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THERE’S NO POINT IK\ Km* flBWE? GET

OREGON’S FIRE JINX
OF 87 YEARS ROUTED

Bobs Watson and Mickey Rooney in "Boys Town"

’

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
It has been a lovely October day
and again the face of Nature is
bright with autumn colors. Jack
Frost has claimed the flowers, or
at leas; he has bnsltrd them, so
they're brown and unsightly. Only
the sunflowers are untouched with
their golden heads hanging heavy
on tall stems.
I planted a small patch of giant
Russian sunflowers. Some have
grown 12 feet tall, for I measured
several blown down by the wind.

“GIFT COTTAGE”
FOR SALE
Located At Wildwood
Ballard Park. Rockport

Mrs. James Tolman
ROCKVILLE. ME.
97*39

QenaLne Cnyravee)

STATIONERY
Al Th* Lowest Me** la Hl*tore I

Visiting Cord*
100 panelod card*, choice of 4
slzei and 30 style* of engraving,
PLATE INCLUDED, only — *1.1$

Wedding Announcements
or Invitations
On white or Ivory »tock—wed
ding or plate flnlth. Inelde and
outtld* envelope*, and PLATE IN
CLUDED ________________ $8.9$

Social Stationery
8p*dal (tyle* for m*n and women.
A choice of lovely color*, mono
gram* and (tyles of *ngravlng,
PLATE INCLUDED____________
$2.2$. $3.9$ and up.

Business Stationery *
BOO bualne** card* or HammsnnlU
Bond letterhead*, PLATE IN CLUDED. only_________ $7*9

The Courier-Gazette

R. J R..WU.

SOOTHING TO THE NERVES

The seeds are for the birds and • we’ve been married 53 years and
the stalks, dried, will cut into stove we’ve got less now than when we
lengths for kindling. Did you know started.” A brave little woman, life
that farmers are now using sun-! long friend of my mother. What Is
there ahead for old folks like these?
flowers for silage?
Mr. and Mrs. John Andrews of There Isn’t time to start anew.
Rockport can testify to the veracity | A former schoolmate lives on a
of my statement concerning the hill, and he was alone during tire
height of tlhe sunflowers for they , hurricane, his wife and daughter
saw them when they paid me a sur having gone to Westerly with
prise call recently. We had never j friends. He saw a beautiful grove
met and they were expecting to i of old growth oaks go down like
find Nancy Savage an elderly per ten pins; he saw stone walls leveled;
son, perhaps sitting in an easy his two barns went down, but by a
chair with a bit of sewing. I once miracle the house stood. When
heard someone remark: “Writers hLs family returned, the head of
are stuck up.” That was the way the house had to sally forth with
Mr. and Mrs. Andrews found me- axe and saw, to open the road, for
stuck up—for I was in the shed them to get to their door.
working on some soft wood, with 1 Lots at the shore are being offered
hands and clothes more or less for sale for $2 00. One man went to
stuck up with that gooey, gummy see his lot and found a strange
life blood of pine trees, called pitch. house on It. He’s hoping. If the
I found Mrs. Andrews and her owner’s alive, he will buy the lot
husband most interesting folks and to save moving the house.
“Buddy" thought they were grand,! Owners of beach property have
for they didn’t mind his doggish until (Oct. 7 to salvage, then the
ways of entertaining guests, having wrecked area will be purged by fire.
The stench of decaying marine life
had a dog of their own.
Mother writes—“It seems so is already extremely offensive.
Of course you've all heard about
strange not to see the beautiful au
tumn colors, for the trees look like the Connecticut baby, born at the
mid-winter." Further reports tell height of the storm and named
of the finding of Mrs. Avery's “Hurricane.” I hope he has a sec
body 'beneath a pile of wreckage. As ond name to use. for no boy will
a small girl I was a visitor at Cousin want to go through life, constant
Ethel's cottage. In a great walnut; ly reminded of the fact that Nature
bed was a white haired snowy j surried him Into the world during
bearded old gentleman—Uncle Sam. i New England's worst disaster.
Nancy Stedman Savage
Scon after, he died in the cottage
Oct. 6.
by the sea. A short time ago Mrs.
Avery's husband Sam. grandson of
the white haired patriarch, also
died In the cottage, within sound
of the restless waves.
For a Limited Time Only
Then, in the wild turbulance of
the storm, Ethel, and the cottage
dear to her. and several generations
of her family, were 6wept into
eternity together. She was a faith
ful wife, mother and grandmother,
a sincere Christian, and I know the
Pilot saw her through the last dark A clean smooth sheet, for busi
waves.
ness—for school—for typewriter.
An elderly couple, she 75, he 84,
owners of what was once the finest
hotel at Quonacontaug. have lost
for 500 sheet package
everything they own but their win
ter home and what little furniture
Wc Do Not Break Package*
they didn't have at the hotel. “It’s
Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra
a funny thing." she said. "We bar
gained to sell the garage a few
weeks ago and the man was to have
ROCKLAND. MAINE
paid for it today. Now it’s gone,
so we can’t sell lt. I told Pa that

SPECIAL OFFER!

500 Sheets 8^x11
Yellow Second
Sheet

Only 37c

The Courier-Gazette
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GLEE CLUB SOCIAL

Every-Other-Day

IN CONG. SMITH'S HONOR

‘POEMS OF PROFIT’

THOMASTON

-By THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Thomaston Students Hold Poverty j Skowhegan Townsend Club sponParty — Games, Dancing And | sored a successful victory Saturday
VJUAT bargaims im -the.
Jollity Prevail
night in honor of Congressman
JTJS3IF, M STEWART
Clyde
H.
Smith,
on
his
re-election
Correspondent
Eighty-odd were
to Congress, in which other Town
HOUSES FOR SALE/A PLACE JUST FORYoU,
in attendance at
send’ Clubs of the Second District
Tel. 149-U
latest improvements/terms EASY too/
the poverty paity
took part. A torchlight parade was
given
Friday
held by the clubs including Augusta
Contributions continue to be re night by the Girls
Waterville, Benton and Gardiner
ceived for the Red Cross hurricane and Boys' Glee
club with their banners, the Gardi
relief fund. Acknowledgment is Clubs of Thom
ner Townsend Youth band and
made of $6 from "J. A Mi" and $2 aston at the High
Madison Fife and Drum Corps. The
from another anonymous giver.
School auditori
Rockland Club was represented by
Mrs. Vernon Achorn’s mother. um. Thc motley i\
President Jasper Rawley and nine
Mrs. Winfield Davis, came from crowd arrived \ ij
other members.
Waldoboro Monday and will spend very much tatthe fall and winter here.
tered and “burSTONINGTON
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday laped" with the proverbial good na
afternoon with Miss Margaret ture and high spirits of vagabonds,
Mrs. Rita Lord and son Richard
running rife.
Crandon.
and
Miss Thelma Robbins of Her
Kenneth Post, talented har
Miss Harriet Wilson has had a
mon were recent guests of Alvin I
monica
soloist,
of
Rockland
High.
weeks vacation from the office of
1 Lord at the home of Mrs. Annie I
John Bird Co. in Rockland and re- Pla>’ed several selections, which
were
enthusiastically
received 1 Richards.
turned to work Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Goss are oc- ’
NEW HARBOR
The
evening
included
a
“sing."
Rev. J. A. Beyea of Easton, who
cupying
the
Frank
Steele
house
,
TENANT’S HARBOR
preached at the Baptist Church games, dancing and keen apprecia which they recently bought.
Advertisement! ln this column not
Theo Bradley and Carl Gifto exceed three lines Inserted on» fn*
tion
of
light
refreshments
served
Sunday and his friend Oeorge Clark
DAYS
Western Paper Tells How ord are shingling and making
25 cents, three tlmee for 50 cents. Ad
The
Methodist
Ladies'
Aid
will
Prizes for most poverty stricken
ditional lines five cents each for one
stayed at the Little Guest House
meet this week at the home of Mrs.
Rockland Woman Ex minor repairs at the McFarland
time 10 cents for three tlmee. Six
while here, coming Saturday and costumes were awarded to Harriet
small
words to a lias.
Annie Barter.
cottage.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
_______________________________
Tilson
and
Lorice
Young.
Proceeds
perienced
It
returning Monday.
George
Richardson
is
having
his
The
Willing
Workers
numbering
“
Times
are
changed
and
we
arc
^^^^^^^^
Mrs. J A. McEvoy left Monday realized will start the fund for new
house shingled.
(From St. Jaseph News-Press»
17 enjoyed their annual outing re- changed with them.' Fifty years :
for a trip that will include Washing-1 musicMrs. Fred Oousins of Isle au Haut
The hurricane which swept the cently going to Gardiner where ago it was a 10-hour day in Maine j
ton. D. C. She will be accompanied
Chaperones for the evening were
was guest Saturday of her daugh New England states last week is they partook of a bountiful chicken -ship-yards.
quarries, building. |
|**««**«.w.w.*«**]|
by her cousin. Mrs. Burnett of Principal Sturtevant. Mr Ellis. Miss
ter Mrs. Amy Hutchinson.
now a harrowing memory of crash dinner and later attended thc trades,, etc. An item in Dad's diary 1
Luce,
Mrs.
Sanborn.
.
_ . , GRAY inaltlse kitten lost. shag, white
Jamaica Plain. Mass., whose son is
Mrs. Valmore Greenlaw and in ing debris, falling trees and rising theatre.
shows when the change came: Oct. bib and feet Finder will convey great
On the committee who deserve
attending school in Washington.
to BOB GATCOMBE by telephoning
fant son are at the home of Mrs. waters to Mrs. James Sherwood of
Mr. and Mrs. Harrv Stilphen of^6- ia84- J intcnd to
on S°uth- Joy
especial
mention
for
splendid
co

418-J
122-124
Franklin Comery came from
If you have Real Estate to buy
Vesta
Webb
in
Oceanville.
Rockland.
Me.,
who
with
her
two
Lynn. Mass., recently visited Mr.
Island tomorrow. It is planned
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss
or sell—city, farm, or shore—or
Bowdoin College Friday and re operation. were Marie Clark, Leah
of
deposit
book
numbered
33249
and
Mrs. Cora Gross has been home children, came through the catas and Mrs Edward MacFarland.
bulld a barn
government thc owner of said book asks for dupllTillson. Leslie Simpson and Norwish to rent or hire a Home or
turned Sunday.
from Sedgwick for a few days.
trophe while enroute to St. Joseph
job. $2.25 a day and eight hours cste ln accordance with the provision Cottage, advertLse in this column.
man
Overlock
Sulo Penttila has removed his
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Duplisey have
of the State Law ROCKLAND SAV-. Telephone 770.
Mr and Mrs Hubert Klein and to join her husband in a visit with
work.
INGS BANK by Edward J Hellier. I
shoe repairing shop from the Vinal
Tlie Olee Clubs under direction of
. vixi
recently moved their household
his
parents.
Mr.
and
Mrs
George
Evidently that was thc first time Treas Rockland. Me . Oct. 11. 1938
Block to the Georges Bank buildRuth E Sanborn are looking Mrs Harry Con lev were recent vis
goods to the Frank Fossett house
__________________ ______ 122-S-128
Dad had ever worked on an 8-hour
Sherwood. 2028 Highly street. Mrs
HOUSE for sale at 1 FlukerSt. Thom
ing. the eastern side on the ground
'orwd to * most interesting year tors m Bangor
POCKET book fouXid containing aston.
where they will reside.
Inquire on PREMISES 121-123
Edmund
Hamblen,
cook
on
the
Sherwood and her children. Dolores
day job. He wa>s used to 10. 12 and small sum of money, trinkets, etc
floor
Mrs. Sanborn hepes to present a
have same by paying for
Mr and Mrs. M. F McFarland more hours a day, and it seemed like Owner
ADDIE Russ estate for sale. Route 1.
North Haven, is home for the win and James Jr., left Boston Wednes
this advertisement. JENNIE TAIT. Tel Rockport Apply. Tel. or letter. MRS
Mrs. Verdilia Brown returned to Pr°«ram of interest—to be an120-122 M E REED. Roxbury. Me
120*122
ter.
day by bus and that evening as they end son Stanton, Miss Geraldine a snap. Oct. 18: Worked on the ________________________________
her home in Burnham last Wed- nounced at a future date,
Mrs. Alton Robbins is here from neared Providence the storm had Gifford and Theodore Oiser have (barn shingling. Thought I shoulu ^CAMBO pdn lost Wednesday at Union
THE late Harry C. Conant property
return
to
nesday, Mrs. Luther Clark and Mrs.
at Washington village ts for
reached a good clip with the rain been er>/°>'ln8 8 motor trip through have
was SQ cold We
cqurToi-gazette1
Boothbay for a few days.
120-122 situated
sale. Five-room house with sheds and
TENANT'S HARBOR
Roundy went with her and that
stables, all connected: 37 acres of land,
Mr and Mrs. William Knight driving and the trees crashing about Maine, New Hampshire and Ver-1 ban at 7 a. to. and quit at 4 p. m
partly wooded. This property must
night were guests of Mrs. Kennedy
In Vermont they stopped Mr. Howard is a very fine man. (I
have moved to the Rebecca Knight them. The bus finally made it into mont
be sold at once to settle the estate
Hooper-Wiley
in Clinton, also visiting Mr. and
Also one mare. 6 years old. weighing
the
city,
but
it
was
impassible
to
I
in
SP^ngfleld
and
watched
the
men
house.
presume he was the government
14iy) pounds, sound and tjentle and
Mrs. Alton Chadbourne at HarMiss Jennie Wiley, daughter of
good worker For Information Inquire
Mrs. Carroll Chapin and son Gor continue the Journey. The passen- 1 cuttin« UP some of the huge tree3lman in charge)
of SIDNEY HUMES. Washington. Tel.
mony and Mr. and Mrs. Guy Mr. and Mrs Rodney Wiley was
recent hurricane I Qct. 22: Dave, Frank Wall and I
don of Isle au Haut visited Satur gers were advised to seek shelter at jblown over in
6-5.
119-124
Roundy and family at Benton, ar-' married Saturday night at the BapMALE.
Instruction
We
want
the
railroad
station,
situated
on
:
Acres
of
beautiful
pine
were
seen,p
Ut
a
new
sd
]
urM
j
er
the
ell.
The
day in this place.
SMALL
house
on
Georges
St..
Thom
select
reliable
men.
now
employed,
with
riving home Friday.
■ tist parsonage, to Wilfred Hooper.
a11 along the way through New ! barn is nearly done. Oct. 27: D. F. foresight, fair education and mechani aston. Bath, furnace, garage. Price
Mr and Mrs. Frank Pinnette highland.
reasonable
FRANK
D
ELLIOT.
Thom
Mr. and Mrs John IPaulsen on a son of iMr. and Mrs. Fred Hooper of
Inclinations, willing to train spare
That night the station was a ' Hampshire and Vermont, where \yaj[ and j worked one hour and cal
have moved to Guy Judkins' house
117-tf
time or evenings, to become Installa aston
recent visit to Massachusetts called Martinsville. The marriage service
place of terror, for it provided shel- Ibey bad t**0 broken by the wind. 20 minutes overtime and they gave tion and service experts on ah types
for the winter
Air
Conditioning
and
Electric
Befrieercn Rev. and Mrs. H. S. Kilbom in was read by Rev. Newell J Smith,
Norman McCorrison is employed ter for hundreds of residents who j Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kelly who us a half-day's pay. A very soft atlon equipment Write fully. Riving
North Weymouth.
the single ring service being used.
age. present occupation
UTILITIES
were marooned. Children, enroute have been spending the summer at time of it—$23.62 for the work.
at Ralph Barters'.
INST , care of The Courier-Gazette
♦
Mrs. Sanford B Comery's sister Their attendants were Miss Adele
122*124
Ralph Gross of Isle au Haut from school, working people and their cottage here, left for Florida
Boze
Mrs John A. McLean of West Som Hawkins of this town and Lawrence
recently.
SEWING
wanted,
plain
sewing,
lin

passed the weekend with Henry shoppers sought shelter from the
Somerville. Mass.. Oct. 6.
ing and repairing coats. MRS EMILY
erville. Mass, and her sister-in- Hcpkins of Camden.
FURNISHED apartments to let. heatMrs. John Mosher and friends
fury of the wind and rain in the
Gross and Kenneth Gross.
MURRAY. 35 Camden St . city. 422-124
,__ „„
Ftf and unheated. $3 50-86 week V F.
law. Mrs. Marie Chaffee of Bel
Immediately following the cere
Bert Weed Is having his house station and remained there for the from Gardiner spent Wednesday at
POSITION wanted as bookkeeper or , g-j-uDLEY 77 Park St. Tel 330. or 283
mont, Mass., arrive today for a visit mony. a delightful surprise recep
notice of foreclosure
FUnographer Experienced DENZELLA Mnln st TpI 1154
122-tf
night. One was lucky, Mrs. Sher the Mosher cottage.
shingled and repaired.
122*124 ,
:----------- -------------------------------WHEREAS. John F Whalen of Owl's HEAL. Tel. Camden 2032
with her.
tion was tendered the wedding
NEWLY
furnished
apartment
to
Jet
Millard Anderson was a recent wood said, if he had a place to
LAUNDRY work wanted R F. JACK- 19 WILLOW ST Tel 1248-W
Capt. George Gilbert in the Wil Head. ln the County of Knox and State
122*124
The Beta Alpha semi-annual elec- party by Rev and Mrs. Smith.1
of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated SON. 24 Spruce St . city
122*lt
sit
down.
visitor in Rockland.
lard Daggett is at the Harbor for June 17th. 1929, and recorded ln Knox
tion of officers followed supper in The young couple arc spending their
LIVE tuna fish wanted also 10 bush- ' GARAGE to let at 46 SUMMER ST
Registry of Deeds. Book 221. Page 222.
Part of the roof was torn off, a few days.
George Barbour is home from
live rmokerel and want to hire a I Tel 133
1.19-tJ
conveyed to the undersigned, Edwin V els to
the Baptist vestry last night served i honeymoon in Boston and vicinity.
40 ft power boat
HARMON
30
the wind howled and rain lashed.
of South Thomaston. In said
yachting.
SMALL furnished house to let at
Mrs. Maude Morton is recovering Shea
LOBSTER POUFND No 2 Vinal Haven
by Mrs. Thorndike, Mrs. Vera Rob
The bride is a graduate of St.
County
and
State,
a
oertaln
lot
of
land,
Miss Helene Cousins R N , and the lights went out. and the water j {rom a recenl operation at the | situated In said Owl’s Head, and fully
121-123 Spruce Head near salt water; new
garage. Ideal for cottage, through fall
inson. Mrs. Blanche Lermond and George High School, class of 1934
described lu deed of Frank A. CrockODD Jobs, cleaning, inside or out months or as v*ar-around home; rent
Geraldine Brandon have been pass- ran in a river in front of the sta Memorial Hospital in Damariscotta, STli
Olen wSien. d»7^ ii.rch £ side. by the hour, wanted by capable reasonable CALL 793-W.
Mrs. Adella Kirkpatrick.
Mrs and is an operator in thc local tele
106-tf
! ing a week with her sister Mrs. tion. The school children sang to
Mrs
Frances t»ott
Gott ana
and cnticr
rhtld 1884
Knox deed
Registry.
Mrs.
nances
Btxlk- and
M recorded
v toin whlch
„nd man; references furnished MCALLIS
Grace Andrews for the nominating phone exchange.
IDWFR tenement on Main St. lights
! Rebecca Knight. When she re- keep up the spirits of the crowd. i Emery passed Thursday With her record thereof, raference Is hereby TER 84 Crescent St. or Tel 809-W
121*123 and toilet Inquire of JIMMIE BREEN,
committee presented the list of
The groom is a graduate of St
..
..
j
I made for a more particular descrlpAn orange and a bun were all
! turns to Boston Miss Cousins will
121-123
A position wanted as practical nurse ever Knight's store.
mother Mrs. Ida McFarland.
, tion.
officers for the coming six months, George High School, class of 1933,
b< employed at the Massachusetts the Sherwoods had to eat that
HOUSE to Jet. 37 KNOX St . Thom
...
_. _
. „
Also two other lots of land fully de- and to do light housework Inquire at
and they were elected: President. and is employed by Harold Watts of
120*122 aston—Lower tenement. 5 rooms and
Hiram Morton and Frank Boyn- i scribed In deed of George Pennle to 75 BROAD ST, Tel 669-M
night. Later Thursday food was
(General Hospital.
YOUNG woman wanted to help with bath; upper tenement^ 5 rooms and
ton of New London. Conn., have EUfh Wbalen dated July 5. 1875. and
Miss Eda Hilt; vice president, Mrs. this community.
Inquire of ROCKLAND SAV
recorded ln Knox Registry. Book 39. care of children; and to do laundry bath
1 J. C. Harmon and Mr. and Mrs sent to the station, but it was priced
Estelle Newbert; treasurer, Mrs.
Both bride and groom are mem
been home for a few days visiting! Page 363. to which deed and record Write "R". care The Courier-Gazette INGS BANK.
123-tf
Merton Coombs of Winter Harbor high Mrs. Sherwood said The rail »v,«i.
c n i thereof reference Is hereby made for a
120-122
Ann Condon; secretary. Mrs. Eu bers of the Baptist Church and are
MODERN rooms to let at 37 WILLOW
their
families.
Their
boat
the
S.
S. more particular description
road
company
opened
its
train
passed the weekend here.
YOUNO man wants part time work ST
'21*123
A1*o another Jot of land situated ln afternoons,
nice Tillson. Miss Hilt chose for active members of the Christian
evenings and weekends 126
coaches to accommodate its passen Tulip was washed up on the rail- i said
Owl's Head and fully described WASHINGTON
FURNISHED
apartment
to
let
at 17
ST.
Camden.
Tel
Cam

the work committee Mrs. May Con Endeavor Society. They are popu
in the recent Storm.
j In deed of C. C. Ingraham to Ellen
gers. and this provided some relief. load tracks
120*122 1 Warren St Inquire at 11 JAMES ST
_
_
. .
_ .
Whalen, dated Dec 26. 1868 to which den 415.
UNION
don and Mrs. Ann Day. and for lar members of the younger set and
121
-Uf
Mrs. Eva Tompson IS in Boston deed and record thereof reference is
By Friday the storm had sub
POSITION, as allround cook. H T.
the sick committee Mrs. Elizabeth have the well wishes of the comPERRY. 44 Gay
St., city.
70-tf
_______
____
__________
IT
won't
be
long
now!
It's
going
to
1
to
undergo
a
throat
operation.
description^
6
f
°
r
*
m
°
re
partlcular
Union Lodge, l.O.OF . ls to hold sided so that Mrs. Sherwood and
WATCHMAKER—Repairing watches. , be a long cold winter H you are
Walsh Mrs. Georgia Thorndike and ' munity.
i Dr. Walters is having three sleep-1 Also another lot of Sand fully de- clocks,
her
children
could
walk
to
the
antiques
all
kinds.
Call
and
(
looking
for
a
warm
comfortable
apa public installation next Saturday
...
. (scribed tn deed at Fales Admr. to Ellen dellver. 8. ARTHUR MACOMBER 23 partment for the winter. 5 rooms with
Mrs. Blanche Lermond A money- '
dated sept. 15. 1864 and rebath’ Hnd modern Improvements, heatMrs. Dora Davis of Searsmont is wharf where a boat was secured to mg rooms added to his large cot- ' Whalen
earning committee for October and
corded In Knox Registry. Book 13. Amesbury St. Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
HK.tf ed. Janitor service, water paid, garage.
NORTH HAVEN
New York and the trip continued tage
Page
11.
to which deed and record
visiting
friends
in
town.
__ Rental $30 month See MIKE ARMANovember was also named: Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Smith of Fair- thereof reference Is hereby made for - i TA, Mrn'b Shop. Main and Fark St.
Richard Austin is having lumber from there.
Vera Robinson and Mrs. Georgia
. |e [ Rockland
_
_ ___________ 119-t.f
[Mrs. Sherwood recently spent field spent a few days recently at ^SrS.e^uX^eX0" T°ge‘he at
Mrs. Charles Brown is spending a j land€d tQ build another hen
♦ THREE furnished rooms for light
Thorndike. The next meeting will few weeks in her New Jersey home.
Hereby conveying the WhaJen HomeMrs
BurrU1 spent severa. several weeks with her parents. Mr. their cottage here.
♦
house
keeping
with
Apply
__
...
, stead- so called, being the same owned
♦ 65 NORTH MAIN STprivate bath 118-tf
be held with Mrs. Minnie Newbert
Dr. and Mrs. Childs have recent- and occupied by I.ura WhaJen at the t
and Mrs. Melvin Pendextcr in this
Miss Phyllis Duncan, who has dayg (n Ro„kland recently
i
and the entertainment for that eve been passing two weeks' vacation
THREE modern centrally located
ly bought the Illinois Robbins house " AND°fw^m^hthe condttlon of said
charles pilller Qf West Ap. city]
« I apartments
to let Including perpetual
ning will be in charge of Mrs. Marie with her mother. Mrs. Katherine
in
Bristol.
'
mortgage
has
been
broken,
lip
VOLT
Delco
fighting
plant
for
hot water supply, central heating plant,
k at
Eva Saywar;,.s for
I NOW. THEREFORE, by reason of the sale. 2500-watt. complete with 'batteries. newly renovated. One apt. furnished.
Singer and Mrs. Leona Starrett.
Duncan, has resumed her duties at
--------------------breach of the condition thereof. I claim Price. $150. CORNELIUS OR IY. Gt Elm Apply SfLSBY FLOWER SHOP. Tel.
an indefinite stay.
SWAN'S ISLAND
Ti e Garden Club’s final meeting the Jersey City Hospital.
118-tf
121*123 1 318-w or 318-R. city
If your wife laughs at your joke.,a ^c<‘oautr^fu »ld.Ma(ne St.. Camdcr»
Mrs Marilla Copeland of Warren
PIGS for sale, six weeks old. $3 each
THREE furnished rooms to let. heatof u.e season will be held Thursday
you «an be sure it's a darned good (September 23rd. 1938
Mrs Margaret Smith is in Cam- j was recent guest of Miss Bessie
HENRY CROCKt*I“l', Tel. 371-4. South |
gas stove, bath and garage at 136
Mrs. Ella Kost of Harrisburg. 'Pa .
night at 7.3C with Mrs. William T. den where she will spend the win- j
joke, or she's a darn good wife, i
edwtn
siuea^ Thomaston____________________ 122*124 , TALBOT AVE Rent reasonable 115-tf
is
at
the
Trask
House
for
a
few
days
Thorndike.
UPRIGHT piano for -ale Good eon-! HOUSE on Fulton St., to let; bath;
Flint. T.ie speaker will be Mrs. H ter. She was accompanied by her 1
dltlon. bjg. rich tono. MRS CLARA cellar: shed: $20 month, water paid.
D. C ie whe will tell of her personal sisters, Mrs. Carrie Frye and Mrs. I Dr. and Mrs Eugene U. Ufford of after closing her cottage.
122*124 Tel 1017-J or 313-M. HERBERT BAR
EMERY.
Tel 421-M
Charter
No.
1142.
Reserve District No. 1
Auburndale. Mass., are visiting his
George Jellison has recently been
experience with carrier pigeons. Re Mary Brown.
_______ 101-tf
SI.ABWOOD sawed or unsawed for TER
sisters. Mrs. Lila Burrill and Mrs. in a Massachusetts Hospital for a
sale Apply or write 49 PLEACANT 6T .
UPSTAIRS ap' with bath to let. In
freshments are in charge of Mrs
REPORT
OF
THE
CONDITION
Rev .and Mrs. Huse went Friday
city.
J22*124 quire 12 KNOX ST.. Tel 156-W
111-tf
major operation. His condition is
Ethel Griffin.
James E. Creighton
to Boston where the former will
Bl Ar'K '-o-'k stove for isle. Princess
—OF THE
UNFURNISHED and turnlshed apts
reported
as
favorable.
Atlantic,
$20.
393
BROADWAY
Tel
Mr. and Mrs Rodney Brasier had enter a hospital for treatment. Their
to let. 25 NORTH MAIN ST . Tel. 886-M
1297
122-124
Mrs. Adelia Trask went Friday to
Walter W. Hendee. M. D.. will
HJB-tf
as guests Sunday Mrs. Inez Flirt address ls 26 Parkview street. Grove
UPRIGHT
piano,
large
victrola
and
open
an
office
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
MODERN
apartment
to
let.
OVERRockland
where
she
will
visit
her
and Clarence Cushman of Dover.
records for sale. $12 These may be NESS SARKES3TAN. 157 Talbot Ave.
Hall District, care Mr Mitchell.
OF THOMASTON
Josephine Besse in Union, Oct. 18. son Leland Trask.
seen at my home. Glen Cove MRS A Tel. 568-W
107*109-tf
Alban Wyllie returns today to his
Mrs. Jchn Crockett is visiting her
B PACKARD, 32 Diayton Ave. Dor
In the State of Maine at the Close of Business on Sept. 28, 1938, chester
for three days each week. Tuesday,
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Hlggin3
STORE, fully equipped with fixtures
122*127
horn? In Brooks after a visit with daughter ln Massachusetts.
also three room apartment In rearThursday, Saturday, from 9 a. m. have moved to Charles Rowts' Published in response to call made by Comptroller of the Currency,
NfCE fat. corn fed Toasting chickens tollel. lights, water, shed and small
his sister, Mrs. N. F. Andrews and
Dr. Bowesfield. superintendent of
for rale. 25c lb ; (fowl, 20c lb. delivered. cellar, both completely furnished. Two
under
Section
5211,
U.
S.
Revised
Statutes
to
7
p.
m.,
Tel.
26-12
—
adv.
house.
othe" relatives in Warren and Rock- thc Sea Coast Mission, returns to
V L PACKARD. Tel. 446
122-124 eight fool, plate glass windows. Fine
122-124
Theo Tainter is at home from
ASSETS
PARLOR stove ln good condition for place for large or small business, at $6
lam
Northeast Harbor today. He has
121-123 1 week. V F STUDLEY. 283 Main St .
New Hampshire where she had em Loans and discounts
$258. R69 58 sale. $10 TEL 472-R
Grice Chapter, O.E.S.. will have been in town thc past week giving
Overdrafts ................................................ . ................. . ..... . .............
118-tf
358 29
HEYWOOD-Wakefleld baby carriage Tel. 1154 or 330
ployment
through
the
summer.
Unitedf
States
Government
obllgatlons.direct
and
fully
guaranteed
GEORGES
RIVER
ROAD
a stated meeting Wednesday night many interesting talks on China.'
686.675 S|
00 M’ce
ROOMS to let Apply at MRS. FLORA
Othefbonds. atocks an^securltie.
SSS?
442.617
50
COLLINS.
15
Grove
St
118-tf
Mrs Margaret Sprague is receiv Banking house. $14.000 00 Furniture and fixtures.
at 7.30 sharp. The work will be both medical and religiously. Dr. J
$5,500.00
----------19.500 00
FOUR
room
apartment
to
let,
all
Real
estate
owned
other
than
banking
hcusc
1929
Oldsmobile
coupe
for
ssle
at
420.
The
weekday
meeting
of
the
Finn

ing
medical
attention
in
Presque
3.886 71
exemplified, and there will be re Bowesfield has been a medical mts-1
Apply at CAMDEN and
Reserve with Federal Reserve bank .....................................................
215.857 40 or will trade. Used Ford and Chevrolet modern.
parts, heaters, glass, tires, R S JOR ROCKLAND WATER CO . Tel. 634
Cash, balances with other banks, and cash Items ln process of
hearsal ir. preparation for inspec sionary to China during thc past 49 ish Church will be held in Waldo Isle.
120*122
collection .................................................. . ...... .......... ..........................
118-tf
Mrs. Addie Staples went Thursday
62.854 47 DAN. 6 Kelley Lane
tion to be held the 26th Officers years. He has been substituting boro at the home of Mrs. Anna
VERY good buys—Superior lumber
Kylloncn.
Thursday
at
7.30
oclock.
to
Rockland
and
from
there
will
Total
Assets
..........
.........
.................................................
.
...............
$1,690,618
95
need not wear white.
Matched pine boards; novelty pine sid
here during the absence of the pas
ing; also best seasoned framing lumber
Mrs. Kyllonen will serve refresh join her daughter in New York.
LIABILITIES
Mrs. Estelle Newbert. Miss Ella tor. Rev. Mr. Huse.
and boards JAMES Y MESERVE, V
Demand
deposits
of
individuals,
partnerships,
and
corporations
ments
to
all
who
attend
All
arc
The
Methodist
Ladies
Aid
was
$227,550
39
O
B. Jefferson, Tel North Whitefield
Coneland. Mrs. E. K Winchenbe'-n.
Frank Sampson is in Boston on
Time deposits of Individuals, partnerships, and corporations
43 15-23
120*131
entertained Thursday by Ruth State, county, and municipal deposits............................... .................. 1,158.232
welcome.
Mrs. Leila Smalley and Ellis Cope business.
37.429 91
GREEN, hard wood. $6 cord In 1 and
United States Government and jjostal savings deposits
8.214
27
Moulden
and
Bessie
Joyce.
land spent Friday with Mrs. New
'i cord loads, delivered anywhere from
Deposits of other banks, Including certified and cashier's checks
Elizabeth Greenlaw. P. C ; Ethel
DAILY Guide
Spiritual Reading.
to Belfast
Writs or call
\O MYSTERY
Mrs. Elmer Gordon of Portland
outstanding ................................ -................. .........................................
180 03 Rockland
answered. 25c and stamp
bert’. son Harold and his wife in Wooster, M of R. & C.; Carrie
LEON CALLAHAN. 9 Luce St. Rockland Questions
Deposits
secured
by
pledge
of
loans
and
/
or
Invest

119*121
recently visited her sister Mrs. Lilia
or Lincolnville. Rt 2
122*124 OEO JONHB. Dixmont, Me
Belfast
ments
...........................................................................
$8,214 27
Smith. M. of F ; Jessie MacDonald.
of 30. V) 50! Want Vim. Vigor,
Jones: “How do you spend your Moulden.
Deposits not secured by pledge of loans and I or
DRY. hard wood per loot fitted. $1 25. forMEN
Callers on Mr. and Mrs. Aaron P; Emma Greenlaw, P. C.; Susie
rundown
body?
Try
Otrex
Tablets
Investments ......................................
1.423.392 78
M B * C. O PERRY. Tel 467 119-tf of raw oyster stimulants and general
Income?”
Clark Saturday afternoon were Mi Wooster, P. C.. attended Pythian
HARD coal for sale, also lumpy Po- bpdy builders. If not delighted with
Smith: “About 30 percent for shel
Total Deposits ........................................................... 41,431.607 05
eahontus soft coal; dry fitted hard results of first package, maker refunds
and Mrs. Wilson Holway of The Sisters District 10 convention
Capital account
and
Junk wood. J. H TAULSEN. Thom ks price. Peg. $100 Special now.
ter, 30 percent for clothing. 40 per
Class A preferred stock. 3614 shares, par $10.09 per
Forks Miss Martini of the Camri-n Thursday in Thomaston. A ban
aston. Tel 62.
110-tf $1. Cal!, write C. H. MOOR & CO.
share, retirable at $20 00 (per share Common
cent for food, and 20 percent for.
119*130
Community Hospital nursing staff quet was served preceding the eve
stock. 1000 shares, par $100 00 per share
$ P6.140 00
amusement."
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for
Surplus ................................ ...'..........................................
H0.600 00
anti Miss Betty J Durg’t).
WATER
PIPES
RENEWED
ning session. Mayflower Temple as
and delivered. Tel 791, CRIE HARD
Undivided profits—net ...............................................
8.344 40
Jones: "But that adds up to 120
AND WIRED OUT
WARE CO . Rockland.
118-tf
Preferred stock retirement fund ..............................
67 50
Mrs. A. J Linekin entertained th? hostess.
percent.”
Reserve for dividend payable tn common stock....
13.860 00
NEW
SEWERS
LAID
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
Saturday Night Club at cards. M’.land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
Smith: “That's right.''
Total Capital Account
$259,011 90
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
Lucy Clark, substituting, received Mrs. George O Brien. and also called
PLUGGED
—Catalina blander.
118- tf
first prize, and Mrs. Leila Smalley on Mr. and Mrs. Littlefield in Wil
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
Total Liabilities ............................ . ......................... ........................ $1,690,618 95
Memorandum: Loans and Investments Pledged to Secure Lia
AND
CEMENT
WORK
consolation.
ton. They had dinner with Mrs.
bilities
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
United States Government obllgatlons.direct and fully guaran
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Clark and Clark's aunt Mrs. Grace Buker at
teed ........................................ .................................................................
$4,900 00
Mr. and Mrs. George Lermond went Farmington Falls.
Total Pledged (excluding rediscounts) ........................................
4,900 OG
Pledged
:
Monday to Augusta, Mount Vernon,
Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robinson
Against United States Government and postal savings de
TEL.
1187-R,
ROCKLAND.
ME.
FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
Belgrade and Waterville. At North came down from Castine Normal
posits
................................................................................................
4.900 00
12P1»
ON nirROVUD REAL estate
Vassalboro they called on Mr. and School yesterday to attend the Knox
Total Pledged ........................................................................................
$4,900 00
State of Maine. County of Knox. ss.
County teachers' convention in
1. Harold F Dana, cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear
COLLATERAL LOANS
Rockland today. They return to
that the above statement ls true to the best of my knowledge and belief
j Castine tonight.
SECUREP BY LISTED STOCKS AND BONDS
HAROLD F. DANA. Cashier
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 10 th day of October. 1938
At the Pentecostal Mission Wed
[Seal]
ALFRED M. STROUT. Notary Public.
RELIEVE MISERY of your cold as 3
CALL
My
commission expires June 27. 1940
nesday
night
at
7
tlie
subject
will
out of 5 people do—massage throat,
HAVENER’S ICE CO
Correct—Attest:
chest, back with VICKS VAPORUB. be “What Real Happiness Is." an 1
LEVI SEAVEY,
Tel. 792
Established 1868. Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
W R VINAL
Its direct poultice-vapor action blings Friday night at the same hour
R, W. WALSH.
55*68tf
70Stf
prompt comfort and relief.
i
Directors.
“Left-overs."
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In Everybody’s Column

A Night Of Terror

REAL ESTATE

If) ST AND iFOUND
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WANTED

TO LET

*
♦

FOR SALE
«••♦

THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK

! MISCELLANEOUS I
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NOW IS THE TIME!

RE&DIHEAAS

S. E. EATON

Chest Colds

WANTED

For “ICE” Service

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

Every-OtKer-Day

®SOC* ETY

NEWS OF THE DAY

Elliot in Thomaston for a few days.

Leslie Clark and Nettie Waltz of
Damariscotta Mills vjcrc visitors
Col. and Mrs. Ralph W. Brown,
Sunday in this city.
who have been occupying the
George St. Clair home on Rankin
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown and
street have moved to the Thurlow Henry A. Howard are spending a
apartment on Oak street. Mr. and few days in Boston.
Mrs. St. Clair, after an absence of J
eight years, will move to their home The monthly meeting of Oppor
after closing their cottage at Cres tunity Class will be held Thursdaycent Beach.
night at the home of Mrs. Hattie
Richards, Thomaston. Election of
Mrs. Ella Bird, has returned from oificers will be held.
a 10 days visit with her daughter,
Recent guests at the home of Mr.
Mrs. Robert Hudson in Augusta.
and Mrs. Fred E. Harden, who came
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover and to attend the burial services of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E Stoddard spent Herbert Libby, Were Herbert F.
the weekend at Darling Inn at Lyn Libby, Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
donville, Vt.
The motor trip Bridges of Portland, Dr. and Mrs.
through the mountains was beau A. Herbert Harmon of Springvale.
tiful at this season, the highways Mr. and Mrs. Stephen H. Cables
being decorated with gorgeous and Barbara Cables of Tyngsboro.
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Everett E
autumn foliage.
F Libby of Manchester. N. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel Twiggs of
Miss Alice Ryan of Baring is the
New York, former residents of this
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Foley.
city, are guests for a week of MS',
and Mrs. J. C. Cunningham.
Mr and Mrs. L. E. Clark spent the
weekend at Moosehead Lake.
Chapin Class holds the first meet
ing of the season tonight at the
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Douglas and
home of Mrs. E. R. Veazie. Talbot Mr. and Mrs. Lyford Ames are
avenue.
spending the week in Boston.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller
Miss Virginia Drinkwater is hav
were in Concord, N. H„ for the ing a week's vacation from the
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. city treasurer's office.
Mayland Morse (Helen Webb).
Mrs. C. M. Blake and Miss Grace
Dr Edward W. Feaslee has re Blake leave shortly for Callander,
turned from Boston, where he at Ontario, where they hope to see
tended the annual meeting of the the Dionne quintuplets.
New England Dental Society, held
at the Forsythe Infirmary.
Tlie Relief Corps will hold a pub
lic game party in G. A R hall Fri
Miss Louise Veazie. dauglier of day night with regular and special
Mayor and Mrs. Edward R. Veazie. gifts, also door gift. Elizabeth
was Just a bit flustered Friday night Oregory and Ellie Knowlton in
when she found the house in pos charge, with assistants —adv.
session of schoolmates, bound to
celebrate her 13th birthday. This
was done in happy manner. The
Wednesday Night Is
guests were Pauline Havener, Gloria
AWARD
NITE $275.
Witham, Joan {Look, Virginia
Witham, Christine Newhall, Ruth
Emery, Shelby Glendenning and
Ruth McMahon.

s

Miss Winola Richan. came from
Skowhegan Saturday to spend the
weekend with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. A. Richan.

Provocative questions will engross
Educational Club members Friday
when a picnic session will open at
3 o'clock at Mrs. Lelia Benner's, 125
Camden
street.
Among
the
thought-stirring topics are these;
Was Chamberlain yellow? Are we?
What duty do democracies owe to
helpless nations and how can re
sponsibility best be manifested?
Does Patrick Henry’s challenge,
"Give me liberty or give me death"
apply now? Can this nation tame
ly accept peace with dishonor and
does such a peace endure? The
speaker at 5 o'clock will be William
H. Robinson of Melrose, Mass., offi
cial of the State Department of
Corrections, whose subject will be
"Parole." Mr. and Mrs. Robinson
will be guests of Mrs. Eugene
Sleeper.
The path of duty is open only to
men of courage.
"This ls our latest novelty,” said
the manufacturer proudly. “Good,
Isn't it?"
"Not bad," replied the visitor;
"but you can't hold a candle to the
goods we make."
"Oh. yeah!" Are you in the same
business?”
"No. We make gun-powder.”
The eerie sensation of being raised
high above the earth and its mun
dane affairs is to be experienced by
those who step upon the "magic
carpet" within the 200-foot Perisphere of the New York World's
Fair, 1939. and thence gaze ,down a
distance of "two miles" upon a con
cept of the "City of Tomorrow." The
drama of this unparalleled presenta
tion is to be heightened when, by
means ,of adroit projection, legions
of workers come trooping from the
distant skies, arms upraised, sing
ing the Song of Tomorrow,

MSgSe...;

00 HM till
A Movie
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Mr. and Mrs. Zenas D. Hartshorn
and daughter Martha of Swan Lake
were recent callers on Mr. and Mrs.
Charles S. Gardner.

As collected by our correspondent

Lt. and Mrs. Claude U. Bishop.!
Mrs. Wilbur Senter and Mrs. Jr. and daughter Theresa attended
Jerome Burrows are visiting friends Siuiday an officers' luncheon at the
DeWitt Hotel in Lewiston. After
in Boston for a week.
luncheon, a business meeting was
Miss Joan Moulaison has been held of district chairmen of the re
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Albert serve Officers’ Association of U. S.

The PRINCESS

RED CROSS
SHOES
This famous cross-andcirde on every Red Cross
Shoe is the maker's pledge
of quality, fit, fashion.
Your guide-mark to a
most amazing shoe valm.
Now Only

BLACKINGTON’S

GILBERT HARMON
Telephone, Camden 713

The installation of Maiden Cliff
J. Hugh Montgomery returned
Rebekah Lodge will be held Wed- Sunday from the convention of innesday at 8 o'clock. The installing . surance agents which he has been
officer will be Mrs. Florence E. Law- attending at White Sulphur Springs
son of Vinal Haven. A program of, W. Va.
entertainment and refreshments
Edwin Bridges has employment in
will follow thc ceremonies. Each Wrentham, Mass,
member of the lodge is entitled to
Mrs. Earl Thomas is very ill at
invite one guest.
her homo;
Robert Dexter is having a week's
Richard Moody, Lionel Cooper
vacation from his duties at the and Allston Thorndike visited Vir
gil Gardiner in Fairfield Sunday.
Boynton-McKay drugstore.
Gilbert Laite spent the weekend
The Good Cheer Class will meet
Thursday night at the home of with his family on Bay View street.
Miss Barbara Brown of Vina!
Miss Helen Rich.
Haven is spending a few days with
Funeral services for Mrs. Eliza
Miss Pearl Knight.
beth A. Fitton, 74, wife of Thomas
Mrs. Sadie Lyon of Braintree,
Fitton of Bridgton who died sudMass., is visiting her brother Willis
j denly at the home of her daughter,
M. Pitcher.
Mrs. Mary S. Fales, were held from
Miss Louise Woodward, a student
the Good funeral home Monday,
at Gray’s Business College in Port
Rev. Weston P. Holman officiating.
land spent the weekend with Miss
Burial will be in Bridgton.
Corinne Jordan.
Austin Rankin, a student at the
University of Maine, spent the
LINCOLNILI.E BOY DIES
weekend with his parents Mr. and
Mrs. Austin E. Rankin.
Eugene, four-year-old son o Mr.
I The rummage sale of St. Thomas and Mrs. Page S Kelley of LincolnChurch will be held in the parish villr Center, died yesterday at Cam
den as thc result of complications
house Thursday and Friday.
At the annual meeting of Amity following a knee injury. Besines h's
Lodge Friday these officers were parents, he leaves a brother and
elected: Worshipful Master, Harold grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Austin
Wilson, senior warden, Donald H. Knight of Lincolncille, with whom
Rollins; Junior warden, John Fel- he had made his home. The funeral
|ton; senior deacon, Elmer True; will toe held at the church in Lin
junior deacon, Alden Knight; trea colnville Centre Wednesday at 2
surer, Fred Elwell; secretary, War- o'clock.

j ren Conant. The retiring wor
shipful master is Karl Thomp
son. A semi-private installation
will be held Oct. 21. The installing
Mrs. Frank H. Buck and daughter
officer will be District Deputy Clar
Miss Betty E Stanley of Portland
ence Leonard of Union.
visited friends and relatives in
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Knight of
Rockland and Thomaston Saturday.
Melvin Heights returned home Sun
day after a few days spent touring
The Women's Auxilary of St.
the White Mountains.
Peter's Church meets Thursday at
Miss Dorothy Walsh and Miss
6.30 for supper. Miss Flora Savage
Marjorie Steen spent the weekend
chairman. A business meeting fol
in Princeton.
lows, with program in charge of
Stanton Dearborn has returned
Mrs. Abbie Folland.
from the Deaconess Hospital in
Boston.
Preparation is under way for Hal
Miss Dorothy Lord and Miss Joan
loween dinner dance at the Elks
Bird, students at Westbrook Ju
Club. The committee comprises
nior College, visited their parents
Mrs. Doris Damon, chairman. Mrs.
over the weekend.
Rodney Feyler; Mrs. Ida Dondis;
Mr. and Mrs. Sayward Hall have
Mrs. Blake Annis; Mrs. George
returned to Thomaston after spend
Sleeper; Mrs. Dorothy Connery and
ing a few days at the home of Mrs.
Mrs. Howard Dunbar.
Hall's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Knight.
Edward B. Crockett was duly
Principal and Mrs. Wood and
initiated into a new year of his life
daughter. Barbara, spent the week
at a birthday party Saturday night.
end at their cottage at Kingfleld.
Mr. Crockett was recipient of several
The movie at the Comique Thea
gifts, one of which was the hand
tre Wednesday and Thursday is
wood carving "Safety.'' The high
"Carefree,-' a musical romance,
light of the evening was the demon
starring Fred Astaire and Ginger
stration given by Theodore Sylves
Rogers.
ter of an unique method one could
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Gunnarson
employ to wash the hands.
of New York city are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. D. E. Crockett.
Miss Nellie Withee of Portland
Ralph Belyea. a student at Higis tlie guest this week of her sister,
gins Classical Institute, passed the
Miss Helen Withee.
weekend with his parents, Mr. and
A family group spent an enjoy Mrs. Earl Belyea.

310 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

AND MANY OTHER THINGS

Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—[
Why was mention omitted when
publishing Maxine Elliott article,
of the fact that the Woman's Edu- j
cationai Club paid its tribute to
this gifted woman by placing and
unveiling with suitable exercises a
bronze marker on her birthplace,
Sept. 3, 1937 at 13 Hall place?
Mary Perry Rich
Rockland, Oct. 10.

JOBS EOR THE JOBLESS

Slate Employment Service Put 2179
on Payroll Last Month
The Maine State Employment I
Servie" found jobs for 2179 persons
during September, according to 1
figures submitted by Director Paul
E. Jones to officials of the Maine
Unemployment Compensation Com
mission. Of these, 1216 were private
jobs and 963 public. Tlie private
jobs consisted of 945 permanent1
jobs and 271 lasting 30 days or less. >
In the first year of tfhe Employ- I
ment Service .ending Aug. 31, the j
service placed 12.694 persons in era- i
ploymcnt. Since the service began. jobs have been found for 14,872
-----------------Specifications require a total res- ,
taurant seating capacity of 43.200 at'
the New York World's Fair. 1939.
There are to be at least 80 restau
rants to meet this requirement.

able weekend at the George St.
Clair cottage. Crescent Beach. In
the party were Mr. and IMrs. Irving
Pettengill. Mr. and Mrs. Austin St.
Clair. Mr. and Mrs. William Hol
man. and Mrs. Clara iSt. Clair, al!
of Portland; Dr. and Mrs. Charles
Leach of Tenant's Harbor, and Mrs.
Edna Leach, Miss Virginia Leach,
Capt. and Mrs. John A. Stevens and
daughter Kay, and Richard Stod
dard.

TOThW
MADGE EVANS in
“ARMY GIRL”

PARK 1
|

OrClST

Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby were
in town Friday, calling on relatives
having been called to Rockland lo
attend the funeral services for Mrs.
Herbert Libby, whose death oc
curred Oct. 5 in Portland at, tlie
home of her daughter.

SEND THEM TO—

Mr. and Mrs. John Achorn are
visiting their daughter. Mrs. Flor
ence Wilcox in Providence.

The work of widening the curve
at the junction of Union street and
Russell avenue which has been un- i
der consideration for many months
was begun by the State Monday
Two large elm trees on the Fales |
lot have been cut down, the sec
tion of the lawn from the trees to
the street will be removed and a
bank wall built across the front.
Mr and Mrs. Vere Crockett have
moved from the Russ house to the
William Harms house on Pascal
avenue.

Wc arc rightly proud of our work.

We

not only clean your clothes thoroughly
but also know how to restore thc original
color, appearance and feci of thc fabric.

CLEANING

LAMBS

DYEING

An unusually large number of
members were present at the first
ROCKLAND, MAINE
meeting of the fall season of the
121‘lt
Twentieth Century Club which took
place Friday afternoon at the home
of Mrs. John Thompson, who was
also thc reader. Next Friday the ley, president; Vivian O'Jala, vice
WORRYING ABOUT CURLEY
Club will meet with Mrs. Blanche president; Edith Cavanaugh, sec
retary; Carroll Richards, treasurer. Farley Says Massachusetts Uie Only
Ellsworth.
Freshmen.
Harold Hall, president;
State Whieh DrmoeraU May Lose
The performance at Town hall
Friday night presented by 8an- Lucille Dean, vice president; Cyn
The only State-wide Democratic
tini A Co, magicians was greatly thia Eaton, secretary; David Eaton,
rnloycd by a good sized audience treasurer.
election contest about which Post
and the R.H.S. Athletic Associa
master-General Farley expressed
tion, which sponsored the affair,
any doubt Thursday was that Innetted a neat sum.
I vclving James M. Curley, candidate
Word has been received of the j
New York Woman’s Query for Governor of Massachusetts.
death of Mrs. Harriett < Foster'
About Wild Game Quick Farley said that despite Republi
Higgins, which occurrerd Sept. 21 |
from pneumonia. For many years j
can victories in Maine last month.
ly Answered
Mrs. Higgins was a valued resident ,
"We haven't lost Maine forever."
Frank Reardon, a chauffeur well
of this place, her first husband.
He said a coalition of Rpcutolicans
John Foster, being a practicing law known at Tenant's Harbor, was tak and Townsend plan supporters was
yer here. On her second marriage ing a New York woman lo thc train "amusing after the talk Republicans
to Ross Higgins of Thorndike site one day the past summer.
have raised about the Democratic
"I suppose you have lots of wild
went there to reside, and after his
party and Reds."
death went to Belfast where she game around here." said she.
"Oh. yes," replied he obliging
made her home with Mrs. Eunice
\\JI ///.
Higgins, who tenderly cared for her Frank, "there's some over there in
during her last illness. While re that pasture now," pointing to a MEN LOVE >--siding here she united with the couple of deer.
GIRLS WITH
"Extraordinary!" exclaimed the It you are poppy and lull of fun, men will
Baptist Church and was one of its
passenger, who probably has since invite you to dances and parties.
most ardent workers.
BUT if you are cross, listless and tired,
High School class officers elected told her New York friends how men won't be interested. Men don't Uln
"ouiet"
eirla. When they go to parties they
are: Seniors, Lyle Noyes, president; Frank Reardon points out wild ani want girls along who are full of pep.
mals
down
in
St.
George
for
thc
So in ease you need a good general system
Alma Annis, vice president; Vera
ionic, remember tor 3 generations one
woman has told another how to go "amillng
Easton, secretary; Dorothy Kim mere asking.
with Lydia E. Pinkham’a Vegetable
On another occasion Reardon saw thru"
ball, treasurer. Juniors. Josephine
Compound. It helpe build up more physical
n-aiatanee and thus aids in giving you raora
a
giant
moose
at
Martinsville,
Pitts, president; Blanche Collins,
pep and leaeena distress from female funovice president; Katherine Taylor, grown immeasurably since he last tional disorders.
You'll And Pinkham’a Compound WELL
saw
him
three
years
ago
—
providing
secretary; Howard Kimball, treas
WORTH TRYING!
it
was
thc
same
moose.
urer. Sophomores. George Walras-

“Oh, Yes,” Said Frank

PEP

ONE

For Mine Is An

ELECTRIC Home
I'm just one of thousands of Maine housewives receiving
ONE bill FOR COUNTLESS HOUSEHOLD SERVICES
accomplished by one gigantic household servant—elec
tricity.

HURRAH FOR EMILY POST!

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.

EDW.G. ROBINSON

Charlton Daucett has moved from
the house on Pleasant street re
cently bought by Mrs. Herbert
Crockett to the Grotton bungalow
on Camden road. Thc Crocketts
have begun repairs and as soon as
completed will occupy their new
home.

get
billinstead of ten! (

Capt. Albert F. Pillsbury of San
Francisco and Berkeley, Calif., who
was the weekend guest of his sister,
MLss Mabel Pillsbury, went yester
day to New York.

with
SPENCER TRACY
MICKEY ROONEY

Mrs. Albert Larson left Saturday
for a week's visit with friends in
New York.

I

Today and Wednesday
“BOYS’ TOWN”

★★★★

Tei. 2229

CAMDEN
of America’s Most
Amazing Shea Value

ROCKPORT
LIDA O. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent

—AT—

Browne Club will meet Friday at
the home of Mrs. Margaret Gregory,
Glen Cove.
Members wishing
transportation are advised to com
municate with Mrs. Cietta Whit
more, Granite street, telephone
152-J.

Miss Virginia Piper, whose en
gagement was recently announced I
and Mrs. Cecil Winslow (Faye
Hodgkins) a bride of a few weeks,
were given a miscellaneous shower.
Friday night by their co-workers
of the N. E. Telephone Co., in the
recreation room at the local ex
change on School street.

Rage Seven
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She approves of dunking our
doughnuts! All our lives we have
wanted to dunk the luscious break
fast accompaniment in our coffee
But there's always a fly in the sugar
bowl—we must have a care how we
hold these doughnuts while at it.
Emily cautions not to dip too far or
spread the coffee too wide.

Thrift is the reason for it—for I have taken my liqhting,
cooking, refrigeration, laundry, water heating bills and
combined them all into ONE—my electric service bill.
By doing so I have reduced my cost per kilowatt hour from
8 cents to that low wholesale rate of 2 cents a unit.
It's just plain good business to let electricity do all these
tasks.
COOK •><
with

COMIQUE

ELECTRICITY

CAMDEN

CLAIRE TREVOR

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

This Duchess Electric Range—a full

HUMPHREY

BOGART

OCTOBER 12-13

cabinet type represents the finest
ever offered.

ALLEN JENKINS
*0MlD CIRSr CALI MCI «» »«»(0U UTV»«

This is one of thc MOVIE QUIZ
$250,000.00 CONTEST PICTURES

“CAREFREE”
FRED ASTAIRE
GINGER ROGERS

Rockland

Tel. 892

Shows—Mat. 2. Evg., 6.30, 8.30
Continuous Sat. 2.00 to 10.30

buy

Only
CENT
POWE

AINE
MPAMY

*129

•30
Cash

TERMS: as low as $4 monthly
Electrically installed on our Regular Ran

STUDENTS' MATINEE
THURSDAY AT 4.08

MAYBE JUST ONE ADDED APPLIANCE WILL BRING YOU 2c ELECTRICITY

I
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Every-Other-Da?

YOUR ONLY

PROTECTION-

ADEQUATE

INSURANCE

Remove the
Hazards of Loss By
Fire Prevention Week
again emphasizes the neces
sity of reducing fire haz
ards. First, by exercising
every care to prevent fires
in forests, homes and busi
ness districts. Second, by
depositing
valuables
in
safety deposit boxes rent
ing from S3 a year. They
insure absolute protection
against fire loss.

Fire can turn your property into worthless
ashes at any moment
Your Only Protection—
Adequate Insurance!

FIRE!
Put Your
Valuables In a

SAFETY

DEPOSIT

VAULT

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

E. C. MORAN CO.. INC.

OF ROCKLAND

INSURANCE—ALL FORMS
425 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

HELP PROTECT OUR CITY
NINE RULES OF FIRE PREVENTION
Make sure that your match is out
before throwing it away.

ed regularly and repaired when
necessary.

Extinguish the last spark of your
cigar or cigarette before throwing it
away.

Avoid using kerosene, benzine or
naphtha for cleaning purposes.

Take care lest dry waste or oily rags
accumulate in some out-of-the-way
corner of your house.

Apply

SHINGLES

Build your rubbish bonfire where
there is no danger of spreading and
watch it until it is out.

NOW!

Have your electric wiring inspect-

FIRE-SAFE

Stop the Fire Before It Starts Whether in New
Construction or Re-modelling!

Keep your heating system and
chimney in perfect working condi
tion.

Keep an Approved Fire Extinguish
er always at hand.

AGAIN WE SUGGEST—PLAY SAFE!

Keep matches beyond the reach of
your children and your children
out of reach of fire.

For generations this firm has preached the gospel of
adequate insurance in reliable companies!
Play Safe!

NEVER TAKE A CHANCE WITH FIRE!

COCHRAN, BAKER & CROSS

More fires in dwellings start from defective
chimneys than from any other cause.
Are your chimneys in good condition?
should have them looked after now!

406 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

You

W. H. CLOVER CO.
DEALER IN BUILDING MATERIAL
MAKE YOUR HOME A SAFE HOME

Including All Kinds of Lumber, Brick, Sand,
Cement, Lime, Fire-Safe Shingles and Roofing

DO IT THE ELECTRICAL WAY

CCT. 9-15 IS FIRE PREVENTION WEEK

Guaftd(kurinst
S’

▼
RE

The Houses We Wire Are Fire-Safe!

You tan eliminate most fire hazards: How? Simply
by having ycur home completely modernized in the elec
trical manner. Give your home new lamps and electrical
fixtures that are wired for safety and built for beauty
and eye ccmfcrt. Gi?e your hc.ne MORE electrical
outlet;,! Put an rlcti ic light in every closet! You then
avoid the bother and danger of using matches in dark
corners. There precautions, taken care of now, may
actually prevent fire later!
.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

FRANCIS HAVENER

PHONE

721

FOR ESTIMATE

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

ROCKLAND

Went Up In Smoke In 1937

6000 Lives Lost
Place Your Car In

Heated
Fireproof Storage

This great loss of life and property is a
heavy price to pay for negligence and
carelessness! Make it your duty to take
every precaution to prevent fire. Re
member to follow all safety rules and—

MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL

At Reasonable

BURN COAL
THE SUPER-SAFE FUEL!

TEL. 370

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

FIREPROOF

ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS
442 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND

BURNED TO THE GROUND

WINTER’S FIRES

Monthly Rates

The Equipment We Sell Is Guaranteed

305 BROADWAY,

NO FEAR OF

Plan Before—Not After

GARAGE

The Fire

ROCKLAND, ME.

INSURE TODAY!

TEL. 487

COAL DEPARTMENT
ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 889
DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE

SPECIALIZED LUBRICATION

LOW DAILY COMMERCIAL
RATES

Would you be completely protected
if fire swept your home today?
Be SURE you’re INSURED
Be Careful!

Phone Me For Details

M'DOUGALL LADD CO.

M. F. LOVEJOY

TEL. 393

INSURANCE (ALL FORMS)

14 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND

140 TALBOT AVE. ROCKLAND TEL. 1060-J

THERE IS BUT ONE WAY TO PREPARE

INSURE AND INSURE TODAY!

Telephone 882

CLARENCE F. JOY

Rockland, Me.

